OUR GUARANTEE

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
Superhero Comics

7938721 WONDER WOMAN/CONAN. By Gail Simone. She is Diana of Themyscira, warrior princess of the Amazons. He is Conan the Cimmerian, barbarian scourge of a dozen civilizations. Alone, each is unstoppable. But what happens when these two heroes meet face to face? Collects Wonder Woman/Conan #1-6. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

7889351X BATMAN AND HARLEY QUINN. By Ty Templeton et al. When the Joker pushes Harley’s buttons, she rats him out to Batman himself! Before Batman can haul her off to Arkham Asylum, her best friend Poison Ivy swoops in and rescues Harley. They then begin a plot of their own against Batman. Collects Batman and Harley Quinn Chapters #1-7 and Harley Quinn and Batman Chapters #1-5. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

7885324 MARVEL UNIVERSE VS. WOLVERINE. By Jonathan Maberry. Chaos washes over the streets of New York when the Amazing Spider-man becomes patient zero in a global epidemic that turns its victims into predatory cannibals! One by one, the heroes of the Marvel Universe succumb to this incurable genetic mutation. Humanity’s last hope, Wolverine, races to find the key to the cure. Collects Marvel Universe vs. Wolverine #1-4. Marvel Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

775941X THE LEAGUE OF REGRETTABLE SIDEKICKS. By Jon Morris. Meet the oddest iterations of the phenomenon of superhero sidekicks, like Thunder Foot, (assistant to the Human Bomb), Frosting (polar bear pal of space hero Norge Benson), and Superman Jr. (whose career barely got off the ground). Vintage art and insightful humor shine a spotlight on the strangest second bananas in comics! 254 pages. Quirk. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

8013985 THE LEGION, VOLUME 2. By D. Abnett & A. Lanning. Everything—their families, their friends and teammates, their very galaxy—gone in a blinding flash of light. Upon preventing a catastrophic rift in their universe, several members of the Legion of Super-Heroes find themselves stranded an inconceivable distance from home. Collects Legion Lost #1-12. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $16.95

7919255 METAL MEN: Full Metal Jacket. By Len Wein. They’re the bleeding edge of robotics technology, infused by inventor Dr. Will Magnus with the abilities—and emotions—of the elements that bind our world together. They’re the Metal Men, the perfect combination of superhero and supercomputer—but like all computers, they can be hacked. Collects the Metal Men stories from Legends of Tomorrow #1-6. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

7914178 DC THROUGH THE ’80S, VOLUME TWO: The Experiments. Ed. by Paul Levitz. Collects Camelot 3000 #1; Warlord #48, #55; Legion of Super-Heroes #298; The New Teen Titans #1; Angel Love #1; Nathaniel Dusk #1; Secret origins #48; The Best of DC #58; Infinity Inc. #14; Swamp Thing #40; Doom Patrol #25; The Sandman #3; Watchmen #1; Batman: The Dark Knight Returns #1; and more. 500 pages. DC. Pub. at $49.99 $16.95

Current titles are marked with a ★.
1307595X CRISIS ON INFINITE EARTHS: Paragons Rising. By M. Wolfman & M. Guggenheim. Devastated by the death of her beloved husband, Oliver Queen, Felicity Smoak recruits heroes from across the Multiverse to find the mysterious Paragons, who she believes are the only chance of resurrecting Oliver. Collects Crisis on Infinite Earths Giant #1-2. DC Comics. Pub. at $17.99

LIMITED EDITION 7932405 DAREDEVIL OMNIBUS, VOLUME ONE: The Man Without Fear! By Ed Brubaker. For the past few years, Matt Murdock’s life has been teetering on the edge of destruction. The questions are: when his back is against the wall, just how far will Daredevil go to get back what is his? Collects Daredevil #82-105. Marvel. Pub. at $100.00

$44.95 SOLD OUT

7933846 BATMAN: The World. By Brian Azzarello et al. When Bruce Wayne’s travels take him around the globe, Batman is there to stop any wrongdoings that may arise. No matter where in the world he is, he is always Batman! DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

$7.95

788348X THE BATMAN ADVENTURES: Mad Love. By Paul Dini. This story reveals the origins of Harley Quinn as she proves her love to the Joker by trying to eliminate the Dark Knight on her own! Also features a behind the scenes look at the layouts and color guides. Collects The Batman Adventures: Mad Love, Harley Quinn #1-4. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

$7.95

784384 WOLVERINE GOES TO HELL. By Jason Aaron. With his soul trapped in Hell, a demonic force inhabits Wolverine’s body, using it as the perfect weapon for its nefarious ends. Collects: Wolverine #1-15; and the “Falling” prelude from Wolverine: Road to Hell. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

$6.95

7919514 WONDER WOMAN AND JUSTICE LEAGUE AMERICA, VOLUME 2. By Dan Vado et al. With Wonder Woman leading the Justice League America, the team has had to battle enemies from without and within, and they’re too big for any one hero. Collects Justice League America #86-91; Justice League International #65-66; and Justice League Task Force #13-14. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

$11.95

7885512 WONDER WOMAN BY GEORGE PEREZ, VOLUME 2. By G. Perez & L. Wein. Once upon a time, the world’s greatest heroine was reimagined by a comic book legend. Collects Wonder Woman #15-24 and Wonder Woman #261-278 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

$7.95

791379 SUICIDE SQUAD, BOOK 2: Rebirth Deluxe Edition. By Rob Williams et al. They’re treacherous. They’re duplicitous. They’re murderously rambunctious. But they’re also nobody’s fools. Collects Suicide Squad Special: War Crimes #1 and Suicide Squad #9-20. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99

$11.95

7994184 DC’S GREATEST DETECTIVE STORIES EVER TOLD. Ed. by Whitney Ellsworth et al. These are the greatest detectives to ever stalk the DC Universe, and collected here are some of their key stories throughout DC Comics’ history. Collects Adventure Comics #51; Batman #441; Detective Comics #2, #329, #372; Lois Lane #1-2; Secret Origins #40 and The Question #2-32 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

$6.95

10430X AQUAMAN: A Celebration of 75 Years. By Mort Weisinger et al. Collects More Fun Comics 373, #39; Adventure Comics #120, #174, #220, #260, #266, #269, #444, #452, #475; Aquaman (Vol. 1) #1, #18, #40; Justice League of America Annual #2; Aquaman (Vol. 2) #3; Aquaman (Vol. 4) #2, #34; Aquaman (Vol. 5) #4, #17, and Aquaman (Vol. 6) #2-32 pages. 400 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99

$14.95

7919182 THE JOKER: Endgame. By S. Snyder & B. Fletcher. The Joker plays his endgame with the Batman, citizens, villains, and heroes alike and must survive his deadly antics and come to terms with who The Joker is and what he means to them. Collects Batman #35-40; Arkham Manor: Endgame #1; Ba Glir! Endgame #1; Batman Annual #5; Detective Comics: Endgame #1; and Gotham Adventures: Endgame #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99

$9.95

7778279 THE JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, VOLUME FOUR: The Silver Age. By Gardner Fox. As individuals, their names are legend. Together, they are even greater than the sum of their parts. They are the Justice League of America, and they stand for truth, justice and the American way! Collects The Justice League of America #31-41, 260 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

$9.95

774282 THE JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, VOLUME THREE: The Silver Age. By Gardner Fox. As individuals, their names are legend. Together, they are even greater than the sum of their parts. They are the Justice League of America, and they stand for truth, justice, and the American way! Collects Justice League of America #20-30, 293 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

$9.95

77919123 HOWARD THE DUCK OMNIBUS. By Chip Zdarsky et al. Howard the Duck is back as the Marvel Universe’s newest, and grouchiest, private investigator! He’ll take on all the most fowl cases, but just wait, you’ll see the bill! Collects Howard the Duck (1976) #1-11; The Unbeatable Squirrel Girl (2015B) #6; and material from War of the Realms: War Scrolls #1. Marvel. Pub. at $60.00

$24.95

7793129 THE BLACK WIDOW STRIKES OMNIBUS. By Stan Lee et al. Collects Tales of Suspense #59-65; #67-80; Thor #2-53; Black Widow: The Coldest War; Punisher/Black Widow: The Last War; and Black Widow: The Black Widow. Marvel. 866 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $100.00

$34.95

804185 THE DEATH OF CAPTAIN MARVEL. By Stan Lee et al. As protector of the universe, Captain Marvel has triumphed over foes large and small. But when the Knee hero is diagnosed with cancer, he finds himself face to face with a foe even his vast might can’t defeat. Collects Marvel Fanfare (1982) #12-13; Captain Marvel (1986) #1-34; Marvel Spotlight (1979) #2-20; and Marvel Graphic Novel #1: The Death of Captain Marvel. Marvel. 184 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $44.99

$12.95

7994273 FUTURE STATE: The Next Batman. By John Ridley et al. Gotham City has become a police state where the民心 is preserved by the government’s law-enforcement agency, Magistrate. Their “Peacekeepers” hunt all remaining heroes and villains in Gotham, ensuring safety for all. Collects Future State: The Next Batman #1-4; Future State: Nightwing #1; Future State: The Next Batman: Dark Detective #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99

$11.95

799205X LUKE CAGE OMNIBUS. By Steve Englehart et al. Cage’s delinquent youth and friendship gone wrong found him framed and incarcerated in Seagate Prison. There, he was known as Luke Cage, Hero for Hire! Collects Hero for Hire (1972) #1-2; Power Man (1974) #1-17; and Power Man Annual (1977) #1. 985 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $125.00

$54.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/927
“Thunderbolt” Ross was once the Red Hulk—and now he’s gunning for the mantle he feels was stolen from her. Collects Incredible Hulk #297-313; Annual #13; and Alpha Flight #29.


$5.95

THE INCREDIBLE HULK EPIC COLLECTION, VOLUME 13: Crossroads. By Bill Mantlo. After returning from the Beyonder’s Battleground, Bann’s peppers hold on. Hulk’s savage persona has begun to slip, threatening to destroy the happiness he’s finally attained. And when the lightning Hulk comes roaring back, it leads to a no holds barred battle. Collects Incredible Hulk #297-313; Annual #13; and Alpha Flight #29.

Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

$17.95

COSMIC GHOST RIDER DESTROYS MARVEL HISTORY. By N. Giovanni & P. Scheer. Frank Castle’s future self, once the Punisher and now the twisted Cosmic Ghost Rider, is stuck in the past, time-tripping back to kill Thanos as a baby, Castle has sworn off trying to alter history. Collects Cosmic Ghost Rider Destroys Marvel History #1-6. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

$6.95

MARVEL KNIGHTS BLACK WIDOW: The Complete Collection. By D. Grayson & G. Rucka. Yelena Belova is the first student in the history of the Red Room to exceed Natasha’s skills, and now she’s gunning for the mantle she feels was history of the Red Room to exceed Natasha’s skills, and now she’s gunning for the mantle she feels was stolen from her. Collects Black Widow (1999) #1-3; Black Widow: Pale Little Spider #1-3; and Black Widow: Pale Little Spider #1-3. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

$7.95

THOR VS. HULK. By Stan Lee et al. A rivalry for the ages begins shortly after Hulk quietly retires and when Avengers, with their newfound strength between the former teammates! Collects Avengers #3; Sub-Mariner #35; Defenders #10; Incredible Hulk #255, #240; Thor #385, #489; Hulk #5-6; What If! #45; and more. Collects Journey Into Mystery #120; Incredible Hulk Annual 2001 and Hulk #26.


$11.95

THE PUNISHER PRESENTS: Barracuda. By Garth Ennis. Minus an eye, half his teeth and a handful of fingers, shot through the chest and thrown to the sharks, the man-mountian known as Barracuda is looking for a little payback. Collects Punisher Presents: Barracuda #1-5. Adults only. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

$9.95

SUPERMAN: Zero Hour. By Karl Kesel et al. Time is collapsing in on itself. The villainous Extant has ushered in a series of black holes that are swallowing the universe—past, present and future! Collects Adventures of Superman #516; Superman #0, #73; Superman: The Man of Steel #0, #37; Superman in Action Comics #0, #703; Steel #0, #8; and Superman #0, #8. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

$9.95

ADVENTURES OF SUPERGIRL. By Sterling Gates. Supergirl is taking to the City, National City as Earth’s newest superhero, but sinister forces, both human and alien, want to ground her for good. Who will take the stand to save her family, friends, and her adopted planet from the forces of evil? This looks like a job for Supergirl! Collects Adventures of Supergirl #1-6. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

$5.95

UNCANNY X-MEN: X-Men Disassembled. By Ed Brisson et al. The world that hates and fears the Children of the Atom is more dangerous than ever. A mutant vaccine threatens their future, extinct species from the past are coming back to life and teammates are disappearing in the present. Collects Uncanny X-Men (2018) #1-10. Marvel. Pub. at $34.99

$11.95

X-MEN: Years of Future Past. By Marguerite Bennett. In the dystopian nations of Battleground, the inhabitants of New York struggle to survive the Sentinels’ oppressive rule. Imprisoned and persecuted, the X-Men are a desperate family. At their center is Kate Pryde, mother of the last mutant to be born before the purges of the Mutant Control Act. Collects X-Men: Years of Future Past. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

$6.95

SUICIDE SQUAD: Blood Bad. By Tom Taylor. When the Suicide Squad is assigned to neutralize a group of international super-terrorists known as the Revolutionaries, the last thing they expect is for the survivors to join the team! Collects Suicide Squad #1-11. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99

$9.95

ATLANTIS ATTACKS: The Original Epic. By Steve Englehart et al. Collects Silver Surfer Annual #2; Iron Man Annual #12; Avengers West Coast #56; Avengers West Coast Annual #4; Marvel Comics Presents (1988) #26; X-Men Annual (1970) #13; Amazing Spider-Man Annual (1964) #23; Punisher Annual #2; Spectacular Spider-Man Annual #9; Daredevil Annual #5, and more. 535 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $44.99

$14.95

AQUAMAN/SUICIDE SQUAD: Sink All. By James Tynion IV & Tom Taylor. The mythology of Atlantis is lost no more. Aquaman’s underwater kingdom has risen from the depths to become the surface world’s newest superpower—but the powers that be want to send it back where it came from. It’s a no-holds-barred battle with only one team dirty enough to do the job: Task Force X, a.k.a. the Suicide Squad! Collects Aquaman #39-40 and Suicide Squad #45-46. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

$3.95


$3.95

SECRET INVASION: Meet the Skrulls. By Robbie Thompson et al. Collects Meet the Skrulls (2019) #1-5; Road to Empyre: The Kree/Skrull War (2020) #1; Fantastic Four (1961) #257; and more. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

$3.95

THE MARVEL ART OF JOE QUESADA. By John Thomas. This volume doesn’t overlook a detail of Quesada’s artistry, featuring his best artwork, as well as a wealth of unpublished images and detailed commentary from Quesada! Fully illus. most in color. 320 pages. Marvel. 11x10½ x. $50.00

$19.95

THE OTHER HISTORY OF THE MARVEL UNIVERSE. By John Ridley. This book examines the mythology of the DC Universe. Collects The Other History of the DC Universe #1-5. DC Comics. 8¾x11. Pub. at $29.99

$8.95

HAWKMAN BY GEOFF JOHNS, BOOK ONE. As he struggles to adjust to his new life, Hawkman tries to rekindle his relationship with Hawkgirl. Collects Hawkman by Geoff Johns, Book One.


$9.95

SUICIDE SQUAD: Bad Blood. By Frank Castle’s future self, once the Punisher and now the twisted Cosmic Ghost Rider, is stuck in the past, time-tripping back to kill Thanos as a baby, Castle has sworn off trying to alter history. Collects Cosmic Ghost Rider Destroys Marvel History #1-6. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

$6.95

THE OTHER HISTORY OF THE MARVEL UNIVERSE. The History of the Marvel Universe as it has been rewritten after the events of Secret Invasion. Collects X-Men #104-110; Uncanny X-Men #446-449; and more. 535 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $44.99

$14.95

SUICIDE SQUAD: The Original Epic. By Steve Englehart et al. Collects Silver Surfer Annual #2; Iron Man Annual #12; Avengers West Coast #56; Avengers West Coast Annual #4; Marvel Comics Presents (1988) #26; X-Men Annual (1970) #13; Amazing Spider-Man Annual (1964) #23; Punisher Annual #2; Spectacular Spider-Man Annual #9; Daredevil Annual #5, and more. 535 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $44.99

$14.95

AQUAMAN/SUICIDE SQUAD: Sink All. By James Tynion IV & Tom Taylor. The mythology of Atlantis is lost no more. Aquaman’s underwater kingdom has risen from the depths to become the surface world’s newest superpower—but the powers that be want to send it back where it came from. It’s a no-holds-barred battle with only one team dirty enough to do the job: Task Force X, a.k.a. the Suicide Squad! Collects Aquaman #39-40 and Suicide Squad #45-46. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

$3.95


$6.95

THE MARVEL ART OF JOE QUESADA. By John Thomas. This volume doesn’t overlook a detail of Quesada’s artistry, featuring his best artwork, as well as a wealth of unpublished images and detailed commentary from Quesada! Fully illus. most in color. 320 pages. Marvel. 11x10½ x. $50.00

$19.95

THE OTHER HISTORY OF THE MARVEL UNIVERSE. By John Ridley. This book examines the mythology of the DC Universe. Collects The Other History of the DC Universe #1-5. DC Comics. 8¾x11. Pub. at $29.99

$8.95

HARLEY QUINN #2. By Karl Kesel. After a close call with the Gotham City Police, Harley is moving her base of criminal operations to Metropolis. She and Poison Ivy are trying to lie low, but that gets more complicated once Har’s attracts the attentions of ace reporter Jimmy Olsen. Collects Harley Quinn #9-23. 276 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

$11.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/927
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779195X HARLEY QUINN, BOOK ONE: THE Deluxe Edition. By Karl Kesel. Now that she’s single, Harley is having the time of her life, wheel and Unleashen! Collects: Mostly Kneeling a slumber party for the likes of Catwoman and Poison Ivy. She’s formed her own gang of henches: the Quinntets. She’s about to become a crook across the likes of Gotham city she’s never seen! Collects Harley Quinn #1-18. 224 pages.

$11.95

7756976 HARLEY QUINN, VOL. 1: Harley vs. Apokolips. By S. Humphries & C. Sebela. The start of a new era for one of the most popular characters in the world and featuring all the quirkiness you love plus tighter ties to the DC Universe. Collects Harley Quinn #43-49. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

$5.95

7885245 GREEN ARROW: Rebirth Deluxe Edition. By Benjamin Percy. As the Green Arrow, Oliver Queen lights tirelessly as Seattle’s social justice warrior. But sans bow, quiver and arrows, Queen is famous for being a playbook socialist and high-level artisan. And the dichotomy is clear: How can you fight “the man” when you are “the man?” Collects Green Arrow: Rebirth #1 and Green Arrow #1-11. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99

$11.95


$11.95

7754343 BOMBSHELLS UNITED, VOLUME 3: Taps. By Marguerite Bennett. It’s 1944, and all is fair in love and war. When an attack on a Residential School for Russian Girls turns deadly, the Black Cat Belgian Borderline has to offer—Russian spies, Red Room assassins, and Black Cat’s former flame, Natasha Romanova. Collects: BOMBSHELLS UNITED, VOLUME 1. 128 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

$5.95

800840X CABLE, VOL. 2. By Gerry Duggan. Cable turns back to the matter of missing mutant babies—a matter that he knows a thing or two about. But when his investigations lead him to a young woman who looks like him, he’ll need all the luck he can get—into Domino! Collects Cable (2020) #7-12. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

$5.95

7778139 THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD: Batman and Wonder Woman. By Liam Sharp. Wonder Woman and Batman are called upon to travel to the magical world to solve the murder of the King of Tir Na Na. The eerie folk of this realm hope that if Earth’s heroes can find the killer, there will be peace. Collects The Brave and The Bold: Batman and Wonder Woman #1-6. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

$9.95

7843739 THE MIGHTY AVENGERS: Dark Reign. By Dan Slott. When darkness reigns, founding Avenger Hank Pym realizes the world again needs Earth’s Mightiest Heroes! Can this fledgling group of Avengers overcome threats such as the chaotic Chiton, Norman Osborn’s Cabal, and the Unspoken Army? Collects: Mighty Avengers #21-36 and material from Secret Invasion: Requiem. Marvel. Pub. at $44.99

$14.95


$7.95


$5.95

7999893 THE MIGHTY THOR ORMINBUS, VOLUME 1. By Stan Lee et al. These earliest days of Thor’s saga, when he held the feature slot in a long-form entertainment called Journey Into Mystery, are now presented in a deluxe, hardcover presentation as majestic as the hallowed halls of Asgard, and the milestons are many. Collects Journey Into Mystery #1-130 and Annual (1965) #1. 752 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $100.00

$44.95

7996012 MOON NIGHT. By Charlie Huston et al. Marc Spector lies beaten after years of struggle, forsaken by his god. But when enemies strike, Khonshu finally answers Spector’s desperate pleas—and the Moon Knight is reborn once more. Collects Moon Knight (2006) #1-30; Moon Knight Annual (2007) #1; Moon Knight: Silent Knight, Vengeance of the Moon Knight #1-10, and Shadownald: Moon Knight #1-3. Marvel. Pub. at $125.00

$44.95


$11.95

117519X THE MARVEL ART OF ADAM KUBERT. By Jess Harrillo. Follow Kubert’s career from his work on Wolverine and other X-books that made him a fan-favorite, through his sensational stunts illustrating such icons as the Hulk, Spider-Man and Captain America—and his modernized versions of classic characters in Ultimate X-Men and Ultimate Fantastic Four! Fully illus. most in color. 224 pages. Marvel. 8½x11. Pub. at $50.00

$18.95

1043145 HARLEY QUINN, VOLUME 1: Hot in the City. By A. Conner & J. Palmiotti. Who else but Harley Quinn could handle all that Brooklyn’s criminal underworld has to offer—Russian spies, senior citizens, and rival roller derby teams inciting murder—and walk away with them for a double date or six? Collects Harley Quinn #0-8. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

$5.95

8011412 SUPERMAN, VOL. 3: Multiplicity. By J.J. Craig & P. Gleason. Kent Omega, the New Super-Man of China, has been taken. Kal-L, the Red Son Superman of Earth-30, is gone. Sunshine Superman, the mystical son of Earth’s heroes can find the killer, there will be peace. Collects The Brave and The Bold: Batman and Wonder Woman #1-6. DC Comics. Pub. at $16.99

$5.95

7938659 SUPERMAN, VOLUME 1: Blue. By Dan Jurgens et al. The Man of Steel has been through many unexpected transformations in his time, but no one expected him to look and act as shocking as the Superman Rebirth Superman #122-125; Action Comics #732-742; The Adventures of Superman #545-547; Superman: The Man of Steel #67-69; and Superman Annual #9. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

$7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/927
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784381X **SUPERMAN, VOLUME 1: The City of Tomorrow.** By Jeph Loeb et al. The turn of the century has come to Metropolis and Brainiac has arrived to ring in the New Year. So begins an all-out assault on the City of Tomorrow with the very soul of Metropolis and its protector in the balance. Collects: Action Comics #760-763; Adventures of Superman #573-576; Superman #151-154; Superman: The Man of Steel

**5 friendly, $1.95**

7992009 **INFINITE DESTINIES.** By Jed Mackay et al. Collects Iron Man Annual (2021) #1; Captain America Annual (2021) #1; Thor Annual (2021) #1; Black Cat Annual (2021) #1; Avengers Annual (2021) #1; Miles Morales: Spider-Man Annual #1; Guardians of the Galaxy Annual (2021) #1 and Amazing Spider-Man Annual (2018) #2. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**5friendly, $1.95**

7843704 **JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: The Nail.** By Alan Davis. In Elseworlds, heroes are taken from their usual settings and put into strange times and places—some that have existed or might have existed, and others that can’t, couldn’t or shouldn’t exist. Collects: JLA: The Nail #1-3 and JLA: Another Nail #1-3. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99

**5friendly, $1.95**

8013942 **JUSTICE LEAGUE TASK FORCE, VOLUME 1: The Purification Plague.** By David Michelinie et al. When a specific threat needs to be dealt with and the Justice League is just too large to tackle it, the United Nations needs a special task force—the Justice League Task Force. Collects Justice League Task Force #1-12. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

**5friendly, $1.95**


**5friendly, $1.95**

7878273 **MISTER MIRACLE.** By S. Englehart & S. Gerber. The universe’s ultimate escape artist, Mister Miracle, returns after a three-year absence. But so do the villains of Apokolips. Collects The Brave and the Bold #112, #126, #138; Mister Miracle #19-25; and DC Presents #12. 214 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99

**5friendly, $1.95**

**8784704 MARVEL HULK: The First 60 Years.** By F. Liss & M. Rizzo. Explores the comic book history of the Hulk, looking in-depth at his greatest battles, deadliest enemies, and his unlikely allies. Lavishly illustrated with stunning art, this tribute to one of Marvel’s most iconic characters also includes interviews and candid interviews creators behind his ongoing adventures. 128 pages. Titan. $11.95

**5friendly, $1.95**

7993438 **BATMAN: The Dark Prince Charming.** By Enrico Marini. When a young mother and her daughter appear on Bruce Wayne’s doorstep, the wealthy playboy is rocked by the news that they bring. Collects Batman: The Dark Prince Charming #1-2. DC Comics. 8x4/12v. $34.99

**879200X RORSCHACH.** By Tom King. Who is the man behind the mask? What does it mean when Rorschach reappears as an assassin trying to kill a candidate running against President Robert Redford? It’s up to one detective to uncover the true identity of this would-be killer. Collects Rorschach #1-12. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99

**5friendly, $1.95**

7838552 **BATMAN/CATWOMAN: The Wedding Album.** By Tom King. The day has finally arrived—the nuptials of Bruce Wayne and Selina Kyle. But their road to wedded bliss won’t be easy! The journey to the wedding day of Batman and Catwoman is commemorated in this collector’s item. Collects Batman #959, #39, #46, #2; Batman #236; #355; Detective Comics #203, #565; and Wizard Magazine #0. DC Comics. Pub. at $17.99

**5friendly, $1.95**


**5friendly, $1.95**


**5friendly, $1.95**

7993951 **DOCTOR STRANGE, VOLUME 2: The Eternity War.** By Stan Lee et al. As Strange races into new dimensions, he seeks the aid of Eternity. The epic pits Strange against Dormammu with the lives of Clea and the Ancient One in the balance. Also featuring Doctor Strange and Spider-Man in a team-up! Collects Strange Tales #130-146; and The Amazing Spider-Man Annual #2. 216 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**5friendly, $1.95**


**5friendly, $1.95**

8009953 **TASKMASTER: The Rubicon Trigger.** By Jed Mackay. Taskmaster has murdered S.H.I.E.L.D.’s Maria Hill! Or at least that’s what the world would believe. The greatest spies and greatest contractors are hunting him down and won’t stop until the Taskmaster is dead—or can clean his own name! Collects Taskmaster (2020) #1-5. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**5friendly, $1.95**

8008590 **HAWKEYE: The Avenging Archer.** By Stan Lee et al. Collects Hawkeye (1983) #1-4; Avengers #16, #63-65, #189, #223; Marvel Team-Up #22, #92, #95; Captain America #317; plus material from Tales of Suspense #57, #68, #100; Thor #445; Marvel Tales #100; Marvel Funnies #39; and Marvel Super Action #1. Most illus. in color. 414 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99

**5friendly, $1.95**

7992814 **FUTURE STATE: Superman.** By Sean Lewis et al. Collects Future State: Superman: Metropolis #1; Future State: Superman: Worlds of War #1-2; Future State: Superman vs. Imperious Lex #1-3; Future State: Kara Zor-El, Superwoman #1-2; Future State: Legion of Super-Heroes #1-2; and Future State: Superman: House of El #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99

**5friendly, $1.95**

7994192 **DMZ COMPREHEND ONE.** By Brian Wood. Five years after the start of the conflict, rogue photojournalist Matty arrives in New York City and the lives of the residents of the DMZ. For these people—and Matty—every day is now a struggle to survive in the world’s most dangerous war zone. Collects DMZ #1-36. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $59.99

**5friendly, $1.95**
84378X THE SILVER SURFER: Rebirth of Thanos. By Jim Starlin. Back from the dead, Thanos is the power to bring the rest of the universe with him on a return to life! The Silver Surfer, Drax the Destroyer and others stop the cosmic iconoclast before he uses reality as a token of affection for Death? Collects: Silver Surfer #34-38 and Thanos Quest #1-2. 224 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99.

9783461 WONDER WOMAN, VOLUME 5: Flesh. By Brian Azzarello. After sacrificing the life of her friend and mentor Ares, Diana created a vacant seat on Olympus with her name on it. She is now the God of War, whether she likes it or not. Collects Wonder Woman #24-29 and Wonder Woman #232. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99.


9783974 WONDER WOMAN: Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3. By Shea Fontana et al. A cabal of opportunists is after Wonder Woman’s most precious resource: her own blood. A powerful serum of health and strength, it could be used to heal the sick or to create an army of super-soldiers. Collects Wonder Woman #32-36, Annual #1; Steve Trevor #1; and Wonder Woman 75th Anniversary Special Edition Book 3. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99.

97839705 TEEN TITANS/DEATHSTROKE: The Terminus Agenda. By C. Priest & A. Glass. To Robin, the Deathstroke crisis is an opportunity. With his teen teammates’ help, he can capture and contain the world’s most wanted criminal forever. But Deathstroke isn’t just locked up with the Teen Titans. They’re locked up with him. Collects Teen Titans #28-30 and Deathstroke #12-14. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99.

**Superhero Comics**

1043226 TEEN TITANS, VOLUME TWO: The Silver Age. By Len Wein et al. The debut of Teen Titans in 1964 was when Robin, Kid Flash and Aqualad arrived for the first time to fight crime and injustice. Later joined by Wonder Girl and Speedy, the Teen Titans quickly became the most iconic team of super-teens of all time. Collects Teen Titans #1-8, 154-159, 161-184, 203-206 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99.$11.95

1043102 EXTREME CARNAGE. By Phillip Kennedy Johnson et al. Collects Extreme Carnage: Alpha (2021) #1; Extreme Carnage: Scream (2021) #1; Extreme Carnage: Phage (2021) #1; Extreme Carnage: Vampires (2021) #1; Extreme Carnage: Lasher (2021) #1; Extreme Carnage: Agony (2021) #1; Extreme Carnage: Toxin (2021) #1; and Extreme Carnage: Omega (2021) #1. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99.$11.95

7822677 HE-MAN AND THE MASTERS OF THE MULTIVERSE. Rampaging from the fires of Earth’s destruction, the menaces called the He-Man have been unleashed upon the Multiverse! Collects: He-Man and the Masters of the Multiverse #1-6. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99.$6.95

8008604 HELLIONS, VOL. 1. By Zeb Wells. When the new nation of Kakoa opened its doors to all mutants and forgave all past crimes, its leaders knew they’d have to accept some of their worst foes. But now it’s time for the Global Peace Agency with stopping the evil that threatens the land. James-Michaelスターリング, a boy with a self-appointed sheriff. Collects: Hellions (2020) #1-4. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.$5.95

7938624 SUPERMAN ACTION COMICS: Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 2. By D. Jurgens & P. Dini. From the farms of Smallville to the streets of Metropolis, one look up in the sky is all it takes to see Superman has returned to take his rightful place as the world’s greatest hero. Superman has just 967 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99.$12.95

★7962495 OMAC: One Man Army Corps. By Jack Kirby et al. OMAC has been charged by the Global Peace Agency with stopping the evil solutions of power-hungry billionaires who seek to exploit those less fortunate than them. Collects OMAC #1-18. 178 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99.$14.95

★7965028 OMEGA THE UNKNOWN, VOLUME 1: Marvel Masterworks. By Steve Gerber et al. Debuted in late 1975, featuring an enigmatic approach to one of the most compelling stories: the stranger in a strange land. Michael Starling, a boy with a mysterious past, holds a curious connection to the super-powered being known as Omega. Collects Omega the Unknown #1-10 and OMEGA THE UNKNOWN, VOLUME 2: #11-20. 219 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $75.00.$4.95

7975120 PHOENIX OMNIBUS, VOLUME 1. By Chris Claremont et al. The full, original Dark Phoenix Saga is presented alongside bonus tales illuminating Jean Grey’s defining story! Collects: X-Men #97-105; 107-108 and #125-138 and Phoenix: The Untold Story; Plus Material From Classic X-Men #6; #12, #18, #24 and #43, Secret Origins; #27; and What If? (1977). #27. 660 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $100.00.$44.95

791475X BATMAN: Curse of the White Knight. By Sean Murphy. The urban jungle that is Gotham City is being torn apart by the war between Batman and the Joker. Wielding a [tame down sword and bearing the weight of hundreds of years of history on his shoulders, Azrael is a knight darker than any that Gotham has seen before. Collects Batman: Curse of the White Knight #1-8 and Batman: The White Knight Presents: Von Freeze #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99.$11.95


7938632 SUPERMAN ACTION COMICS: Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3. By Dan Jurgens et al. Since the dawn of the DC Rebirth era, one villain has been standing in the shadows, plotting the destruction of Superman and all he represents. His name: Mr. Oz. Collects Action Comics #985-999 and Action Comics Special #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99.$12.95

7769067 ACTION COMICS #1000: Deluxe Edition. By Dan Jurgens et al. For over eight decades, Superman has been inspiring fans all across the globe. The Man of Steel has saved Metropolis—and the world—countless times over, but not this time! Begin the next chapter in the iconic superhero’s journey. Collects: Action Comics #1; and Action Comics #1000. 160 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $19.99.$6.95

7885431 SUPERBOY, #1: Trouble in Paradise. By K. Kesel & S. Mattson. Superboy’s life becomes more complicated than he could ever imagine. Stricken by the clone plague rampaging Metropolis, he must fight his own rogue gallery, including the likes of Klockout, Sidearm, Scavenger, the Silicon Dragons and Kaddark. Collects Superman: Superman #4-6. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99.$7.95

1175920 OLD MAN LOGAN, VOL. 4: Old Monsters. By Jeff Lemire. Jubilee is missing! And to find her, Logan must team up with the supernatural super-team known as the Howling Commandos! Collects: Old Man Logan (2016) #14-18. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.$5.95


8009961 THANOS: Zero Sanctuary. By Tini Howard. Thanos is dead! The mad titan has been executed by the deadliest assassin in the galaxy: his adopted daughter Gamora! But long before their twisted familial relationship came to a bloody end, how did it begin? Collects Thanos (2019) #1-6. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99.$7.95

104169X FANTASTIC FOUR: Antithesis. By M. Waid & N. Adams. An unrepeatable original has just entered superspace—and unless the Fantastic Four can keep it from hitting Manhattan, millions will die! Collects Fantastic Four: Antithesis #1-4. Marvel. 8½x13¼. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99.$11.95

104184X THE DESPICABLE DEADPOOL, VOL. 2: Bucket List. By Gerry Duggan. He’s determined to get it all done before any sort of bad and permanent-ish thing happens to him. Revenge on Hydra’s “Stevil Bucket List. By Gerry Duggan. He’s determined to get it all done before any sort of bad and permanent-ish thing happens to him. Revenge on Hydra’s “Stevil

8042020 U.S. AGENT: American Zealot. By Priest. John Walker, the one-time Captain America and former U.S. Agent, has been stripped of his official status and is now operating as an independent government contractor with covert interests. Collects: U.S. Agent (2020) #1-5. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.$5.95

**See more titles at erhbc.com/927**


8008629 HELLSTROM: Price of Lies. By R. Nieves & L. Kaminski. Unholy threats are on the rise, and the cynical, embittered Hellstrom is the only one who can combat them—if he can survive the many tricks his father’s kingdom has in store! Collects Hellstrom: Price of Lies #1–11. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99.

8008507 EXCALIBUR, VOLUME 8: The Battle for Britain. By Keith Giffen et al. When the mystical Dragons of the Crimson Dawn target Brian Braddock, a sacrifice must be made to save the world! Collects Excalibur #104–105, #1–1; Cosmus #1; New Mutants: Truth or Death #1–3; and Kitty Pryde, Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. #1–3. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $44.99.

7938543 JUSTICE LEAGUE: Corporate Maneuvers. By Keith Giffen et al. Backed by funding from Wall Street, the Conglomerate are saving lives and making their parent companies look good in the process. But this newly minted super-team soon finds out that when big business pulls the strings, it’s easy to become a corporate puppet. Collects Justice League Quarterly #1–4. 302 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.

7994133 DC COMICS: Zero Year. By Scott Snyder. Six years ago, the age of super heroes is just beginning. The young Bruce Wayne has only recently emerged as Batman and already he is facing a full-scale disaster: A massive storm is heading for Gotham City, and the Riddler has shut down the city’s power! Collects Batman #24–25 and all twelve Zero Year tie-in issues from across the DC Universe. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99.

9013764 DC MEETS HANNA-BARBERA, VOL. 2. By Dan Abnett et al. When Superboy and Wonder Woman help an old friend of theirs, they’re joined by the robot dog wonder: Dynomutt, and more. Collects Super Sons/Dynomutt Special #1; Black Lightning/Hong Kong Phooey Special #1; The Flash/Speed Buggy Special #1; and Aquaman/Jan-Bjergrav Special #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.


7982321 RAVENCAST. By Frank Tieri. After the hellish horrors of absolute carnage, the Ravencraft Institute has received a much-needed face-lift and is open for business. Collects Ravencraft #6. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95.

7982348 RUINS OF RAVENCAST. By Frank Tieri. In the wake of absolute carnage, the past of the Ravencraft Institute for the Criminal Insane has started to unravel–revealing hidden chapters in the lives of some of the Marvel Universe’s most recognizable heroes and villains! Collects Ravencraft: Carnage, Sabretooth and Dracula. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.

1175300 RETURN OF THE VALKYRIES: King in Black. By J. Aaron & T. Gronbekk. Once there was an army of Valkyries, but now Jane Foster is the only one. When Knurl and his symbiote horrors come to Earth–and the planet’s guardian, the Sentry, falls–all Jane sees when she looks at the big blue planet is a vision of death. Collects King in Black: Return of the Valkyries #1–4. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.


1043218 TALES FROM THE DC DARK MULTIVERSE II. By Phillip Kennedy Johnson et al. Collects Tales from the Dark Multiverse: Batman–Hush #1; Tales from the Dark Multiverse: Flashpoint #1; Tales from the Dark Multiverse: Wonder Woman–War of the Gods #1; Tales from the Dark Multiverse: Crisis on Infinite Earths #1; Tales from the Dark Multiverse: Dark Nights–Metal #1; Batman #619; Flashpoint #1; War of the Gods #4; and more. DC Comics. Pub. at $12.95.


1043153 HARLEY’S LITTLE BLACK BOOK. By A. Conner & J. Palmiotti. Harley Quinn has become an antihero like no other. But sometimes she runs into threats too, uhh, threatening for any one person to beat. That’s when she turns to a who’s who of the biggest, baddest, most baddie heroes in the whole universe! Collects Harley’s Little Black Book #1–6. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99.


7843568 THE FLASH #750. By Joshua Williamson et al. One thing has remained constant, when the citizens of Central City are in peril, the Flash will be there in the blink of an eye to save the day! Collects: The Flash #750 and Showcase #4. 112 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99.

7843720 JUSTICE LEAGUE VS. SUICIDE SQUAD. By Joshua Williamson et al. As these two teams clash, telepathic mindreader Maxwell Lord prepares to take advantage of the chaos, assembling an even deadlier team and preparing for world conquest. Can the Justice League make a deal with the Suicide Squad to stop the threat? Collects: Justice League vs. Suicide Squad #1-6, Suicide Squad #8-10, and Justice League Annual #2. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95


7822699 GREEN LANTERN, VOLUME 2: The Silver Age Omnibus. By J. Bроме & G. Fox. Attilan invades Earth, monstrous creatures, diabolical super-villains—it’s a dangerous cosmos out there, but it’s all in a day’s work for the universe’s most fearless space cop! Hal Jordan, Green Lantern of Sector 2814! Collects: Green Lantern #36-75, 1000 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $125.00 $69.95

7843763 THE ORION. By Walter Simonson. Collects: New Gods Secret Files & Origins #1; The Forth World Gallery #1; The Art of Walter Simonson; Who’s Who in the DC Universe #16; Legends of the DC Universe #3; D-Y #1; Superman & Batman: Generations III #9; Secret Files & Origins Guide to the DC Universe 2000 #1; and JLA-2 #1. 384 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $11.95


7883684 DARING NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERGIRL, VOLUME 1. By Paul Kupperberg. Disguised as a college student, Supergirl sets out from the safety of Metropolis to see her adopted country for herself. She encounters loyal new friends and powerful new foes, astounding new discoveries and terrifying new dangers. Collects issues #1-12. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99


777818X ELSEWORLDS, VOLUME ONE: Justice League. By John Francis Moore et al. In Elseworlds, heroes are taken from their usual settings and put into strange times and places. Also featuring the League of Justice’s battle against the insane super-villain Luthor! Collects Elseworlds First #1-2, Elseworlds First: Supergirl & Batgirl #1, Justice Riders #1, League of Justice #1-2, Titans: Scions, Paper, Stone #1, and World of Amazonia #1. 317 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99 $12.95

7938497 ELSEWORLDS, VOLUME TWO: Justice League. By D. Curtis Johnson et al. In Elseworlds, heroes are taken from their usual settings and put into strange times and places—some that have existed, or might have existed, and others that couldn’t or shouldn’t exist. Collects Batman: Nostalgia; Elseworlds 80-page Giant #1; JLA: Act of God #1-3; Superman’s Metropolis; and Wonder Woman: The Blue Amazon. 424 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95

7822774 X-MEN: Mutant Massacre Omnibus. By Chris Claremont et al. Featuring every chapter of the first X-Men, event, mutant massacre, the fallout for the mutant heroes and more. Collects: Uncanny X-Men (1963) #210-219; Annual (1978-1979); X-Factor (1986) #9-17; Annual #2; New Mutants (1983) #46; Thor (1966) #337-374, #377-378; Power Pack (1984) #27; Daredevil (1964) #238; Fantastic Four vs. the X-Men #1-4; and X-Men vs. the Avengers #1-2. 1022 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $125.00 $79.95

799185X CAPTAIN MARVEL: Ms Marvel–A Hero Is Born. By Chris Claremont et al. Collects Ms. Marvel #1-23; Marvel Team-Up #61-62, #76-77, The Defenders #57; Marvel Two In One #51; Marvel Super-Heroes #10-11; The Avengers #206-208, Annual #10; material from Avengers #197-199 and Marvel Fanfare #24-26; 706 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $100.00 $45.95

7932413 EXCALIBUR EPIC COLLECTION: The Sword is Drawn. By Chris Claremont et al. Captain Britain, the Pied Piper, the Avengers, and material from Marvel Comics presents #31-36 and Mighty World of Marvel #14-15. 496 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $17.95

7922626 EXCALIBUR OMNIBUS, VOLUME 2. By Alan Davis et al. Warped realities, nightmarish futures, love triangles and an explosive reunion with the X-Men await. Collects: Excalibur (1988) #33-67; Excalibur: Weird War III; Excalibur: The Possession; Excalibur; Air Apparent; Excalibur: XX; Excalibur #1; 4 Special Editions; and more. Marvel. 504 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $125.00 $59.95

7991851 CAPTAIN BRITAIN OMNIBUS. By Chris Claremont et al. Collects Captain Britain (1976-1983) #1-39, Spider-Man and Captain Britain #231-247; Hulk Comic #1, #3-48; Incredible Hulk Weekly #47-55, #57-63; Marvel Super-Heroes (1979) #377-388; Daredevils #1-11; Mighty World of Marvel (1963) #7-16; Captain Britain (1985) #1-4; and Tales #1-131, and others that can’t, couldn’t or shouldn’t exist. Collects: Captain Britain #1-2; Annual #2; Marvav #1; and More. 1250 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $125.00 $49.95

7939582 MARVEL AVENGERS: Multiverse of Stickers. Ed. by Jessica Matteson. Explore Marvel’s incredible, vast history in this specially curated collection of images that features more than 1,000 stickers and add a touch of Marvel to everything from scrapbooks and crafts to letters and notebooks. Each piece of artwork is printed on the back of the sticker pages, providing a keepsake from scrapbooks and crafts to letters and notebooks. 784 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/927
**SuperHero Comics**


**8009733** **M.O.D.O.K.: Head Games.** By J. Blum & P. Oswalt. M.O.D.O.K. is the ruthless and brilliant leader of the terrorist organization A.I.M. outsmarting heroes and outmaneuvering cuthroat colleagues gunning for his position. But haunting memories of a family he never had leave him unsure whether he’s losing his mind, or if there’s something more sinister behind these visions. Collects M.O.D.O.K.: Head Games #1-4. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

**7991879** **THOR, VOL. 5.** By Jason Aaron. As the War of the Realms rages, its effects will be felt by Loki, Coulson, and even, in centuries past, a young Thor! But when the conflict is over, what will be left for Asgard and its champion? Collects Thor (2018) #12-16 and King Thor #1-4. Marvel. Pub. at $39.99

**7998675** **SUPERMAN: The Oz Effect.** By D. Jurgens & R. Williams. After years of build-up, the Man of Steel discovers the identity of the villainous Mr. Oz. Collects Action Comics #985-992. Complete with a lentil motion cover. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

**7933466** **BATMAN: THE BAT AND THE CAT: 80 Years of Romance.** Ed. by Bob Harras. This edition features Batman and Catwoman’s greatest team-ups from their 80-year history together. Collects: Batman #1, #3, #15, #324, #392; Batman #24, #34 & #50 (2016 series); The Brave and the Bold #197; Solo #1; and, Catwoman #32. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99

**7918295** **BATWOMAN: Haunted Tides.** By J.H. Williams III & W.H. Blackman. Batwoman’s new partner, her cousin Flamebird, are on the hunt for La Llorona, the children she’s abducted and the shadowy forces behind it all. Collects Batwoman #0-11. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

**7981909** **AVENGERS: The Death of Mockingbird.** By Roy Thomas et al. Hawkeye loses everything, but first, he’ll need to ditch the bow and arrows to fight a giant threat: brace yourself for Goliath vs. Goliath! Collects Avengers West Coast #92-100, #102; Spider-Woman #1-4; and material from Marvel Comics Presents #143-144, 379 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99

**7883471** **BATGIRL AND THE BIRDS OF PREY, VOL. 1: Who Is Oracle?** By Julie & Shawna Benson. Barbara Gordon is no stranger to secrets. She’s the daughter of GCPD Jim Gordon and she’s the head of the Red Room, the world’s most powerful secret society. As Oracle, the most powerful hacker on the planet, has been kept completely hidden, until now. Collects Batgirl and the Birds of Prey #1-16 and Batgirl and the Birds of Prey: Rebirth #1. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99


**8014403** **NIGHTWING, VOLUME 6: To Serve and Protect.** By C. Dixon & O. Grayson. Nightwing protects the city of Bludhaven from a deadly array of super-villains by night, but by day he patrolls the streets as rookie police officer Dick Grayson. Collects Nightwing #47-53 and Nightwing 80-Page Giant #2. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

**7778112** **BATMAN: The Chalice.** By Chuck Dixon. When a mysterious denizen gives Thomas Wayne’s son an old box, it sets in motion a series of events that shake Batman’s world. Suddenly, the greatest villains including “the Demon’s Head” Ra’s al Ghul, the Penguin, and Catwoman are battling to possess the simple drinking bowl. Collects Batman: The Chalice: 80th Anniversary 100-Page Super Spectacular #1-2. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

---

**Superhero Comics**

**7933466** **Superman: The Oz Effect.** By D. Jurgens & R. Williams. After years of build-up, the Man of Steel discovers the identity of the villainous Mr. Oz. Collects Action Comics #985-992. Complete with a lentil motion cover. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

**7998675** **Superman: The Oz Effect.** By D. Jurgens & R. Williams. After years of build-up, the Man of Steel discovers the identity of the villainous Mr. Oz. Collects Action Comics #985-992. Complete with a lentil motion cover. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

**7933466** **Superman: The Oz Effect.** By D. Jurgens & R. Williams. After years of build-up, the Man of Steel discovers the identity of the villainous Mr. Oz. Collects Action Comics #985-992. Complete with a lentil motion cover. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

---
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**793835** BATMAN DETECTIVE COMICS, VOL. 1: Mythology. By Peter J. Tomasi. A mysterious enemy who knows everything about Batman’s heroes and villains繁体中文版, 星期四, 2023年2月16日 - 09:00

**791472** BATMAN DETECTIVE COMICS, VOL. 3: Greetings from Gotham. By Peter J. Tomasi. Batman will be pushed to the limit as he faces off against some of his deadliest foes, including Deadshot and The Joker. Collects Detective Comics #1006-1011. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99.

**791905** SUPERMAN: The Final Days of Superman. By Peter J. Tomasi. Superman’s body is failing him. With his final days upon him, the Man of Steel reaches out to his loved ones and most trusted allies to say his good-byes. Collects Superman #51-52; Action Comics #51-52; Batman/Superman #31-32; and Superman/Wonder Woman #28-29. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.

**793831** BATMAN DETECTIVE COMICS, VOLUME 2: Scare Tactics. By Tony S. Daniel. An armed robbery carried out by gunmen dressed as Batman. A string of similar-looking corpses turning up in museums, then disappearing. Something is tying these mysteries together, orchestrated by a terrifying killer known as Mr. Toxic. Collects Batman: Detective Comics #8-10 and Detective Comics Annual #1. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.


**1043099** DC COMICS: Generations. By Dan Jurgens et al. Time itself crumbles, it takes a hero from every generation to save it! Collects Detective Comics #1027; Generations Shattered #1-3; and Generations Forged #1. DC Comics. Paper bound. Pub. at $29.99.

**1041568** CLOAK AND DAGGER OMNIBUS, VOL. 2. By Bill Mantlo et al. Collects Marvel Graphic Novel: Cloak and Dagger—Predator and Prey; Strange Tales (1987) #7; Mutant Misadventures of Cloak and Dagger #1-13; Cloak and Dagger: Distantbark (1990) #14-19; and material from Strange Tales (1987) #3-6, #8-19. 780 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $100.00.


**779179** THE JOKER: 80 Years of the Clown Prince of Crime. By Bill Finger et al. A never-before-collection of stories featuring the Clown Prince of Crime’s notorious escapades as he fights Batman, works with Harley Quinn, and wreaks havoc in Gotham City. Collects Batman #1-#3, #37, #159, #163, #251, #310, #414, #717, #837-#937; The Batman Adventures: Mad Love; Batman: Dark Detective #1; Batman: Harley Quinn #1; Batman: Legends of the Dark Knight #50; and more. 344 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99.

**801003** X-MEN LEGENDS, VOL. 2: Mutant Mayhem. By Larry Hama et al. When two young mutants disappear, our heroes set off for one last chance to track them down. But Lady Deathstrike and the Hand have their own designs on Logan and Jubilation! Collects X-Men Legends #7-12. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99.


**8009921** YONDU: My Two Yondus. By Z. Thompson & L. Nadler. Cosmic scoundrel Yondu Udonta is about to hit the biggest payday of his life! But when the artifact known as the Herald’s Urn turns out to be deadlier than he bargained for, the rain just–may–just–overweigh the reward. Collects Yondu #1-3. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.


**799409** CAPTAIN AMERICA, VOL. 2: Captain of Nothing. By Ta-Nehisi Coates. Accused and in custody, Steve Rogers has become a captain of nothing. With no costume, with no shield, and trapped behind bars with a thousand villains and killers who’d like nothing more than to see him dead, Steve fights back—and he can do it all day! Collects Captain America (2018) #7-12. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99.

**788365X** CAPTAIN AMERICA, VOLUME 1. By Ta-Nehisi Coates. Following Hydra’s takeover of the nation, the U.S. has lost faith in Captain America. His shield is already tarnished, and now a new enemy seeks to shatter his reputation fully. Collects Captain America (2018) #1-26 and material from Free Comic Book Day 2018 Avengers/Captain America #1. Marvel. Pub. at $3.99.


**7991958** IRON MAN, VOLUME 20: In the Hands of Evil. By Len Kaminski et al. When Tony Stark tries to take back Jim Rhodes’ armor, the only way to stop him is one of Tony’s oldest frenemies! Collects Iron Man #30-318; War Machine #8-10; Force Works #6-7; Iron Man & Force Works Collectors’ Preview; and material from Marvel Comics Presents #169-172. 432 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $44.99.

---
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★★762444 MIDNIGHTER: The Complete Collection. By Steve Orlando. He can burst your eyeballs and punch his fist through your liver before you even knew he came looking for you! He's the king. Collects DC Sneak Peek: Midnighter #1; Midnighter: #1-12; Midnighter and Apollo #1-6; DC Cybernetic Summer #1; and DC Pride #1. DC Comics. Paperback. P. $39.99 $29.95

★★1207512 GUNSLINGER SPAWN, VOLUME 2. By Todd McFarlane. The Gunslinger has been strangled in the future, a time he can barely comprehend. Taking on the identity of a man named Javier, he attempts to navigate this world with his newfound allies in search of a way home. Collects Gunslinger Spawn #7-12. DC Comics. Paperback. P. $16.99 $12.95

791441 SUPREME POWER: Nighthawk. By Daniel Way. As a boy, Richmond, the man who would one day become Nighthawk, witnessed the senseless murder of his parents. A traumatic event that has left him scarred for life, and turned him into a hero more feared than the criminals he polices. Collects Supreme Power: Nighthawk #1-6. Marvel. P. $24.99 $9.95

★★1177265 CAPTAIN AMERICA: Twilight’s Last Gleaming. By James Robinson et al. As the Super-Soldier serum in his veins decays, Steve Rogers’ health continues to worsen—so he’s going to take a little help on his hopping, especially against Baron Zemo and his new Baroness! Collects Captain America #431-443; Tales of Suspense #1; Avengers #386-388; and material from Captain America Collectors’ Preview. Marvel. Paperback. P. $12.95 $2.95

1176528 CHAMPIONS, VOL. 2: The Freelancer Lifestyle. By Mark Waid. They’re young and idealistic, and their movement is gaining speed—but the newly minted Champions will get a harsh dose of reality when they’re forced to stand down with the Freelancer, Collects Champions (2016) #6-12. Marvel. Paperback. P. $19.99 $6.95

117651X CAPTAIN MARVEL: Starforce. By Stan Lee et al. Who are the key warriors known as Starforce? Ronan the accuser makes first contact between the Kree and Earth, and he may be judge, jury and executioner for the Fantastic Four! Collects Fantastic Four #45; Marvel Super-Heroes #12; Ms. Marvel #1; Captain Marvel #52; Quasar #10; Avengers #346; Captain America #8 and material from Captain America #399, 142 pages. Marvel. Paperback. P. $19.99 $6.95

1176439 AVENGERS: Standoff. By Nick Spencer et al. Lives will be altered, bonds broken and two super-powered super-villain rivals vie to take control of the mysteries of Pleasant Hill. But who is the playful little girl at the center of it all? Collects Avengers Standoff: Welcome to Pleasant Hill #1; Avengers Standoff: Assault on Pleasant Hill Alpha #1; Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. #3-4; and more. Marvel. Paperback. P. $34.99 $11.95


★★7923457 BATMAN: Detective Comics Omnibus. By P.J. Tomasi & J. Tynion IV. Collects Detective Comics #949-999, #1001-1016, #1018-1926, #1028-1033; Detective Comics Annual #2, #3; Batman: Pennyworth R.I.P #1; stories from Detective Comics #1000, #1027, and Detective Comics (The New 52) #27–984 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. P. $150.00 $114.95


7981959 ABSOLUTE WONDER WOMAN, VOLUME 1. By Brian Azzarello. The warrior princess called Diana, raised as a child by Hippolyta, the Queen of the Amazons, is different from the rest of her countrywomen. The prodigal son and god, Apollo, is making his move for father Zeus’ vacant throne. Reprints the first 19 issues of the acclaimed series, along with 50 pages of character designs, sketch material and more. Slipcased. DC Comics. 9½x15. P. $125.00 $44.95

7885466 TEEN TITANS GO! VS. TEEN TITANS GO! By Matthew K. Manning et al. This special boxed set features four fantastic all-ages collections: Teen Titans Go!; Heroes on Planet Earth!; Teen Titans Go!: Bring It On; Teen Titans Go!: Falling Stars; and Teen Titans Go!: Weirder Things. Boxed. Collects Teen Titans Go! #1-7; Teen Titans Go! #25-36. DC Comics. Paperback. P. $34.95 $11.95

1965411 WONDER WOMAN: A Celebration of 75 Years. By Robert Kanigher et al. Brings together into one volume the iconic heroine’s best stories, from her first appearance to her modern redesign, to her present-day adventures. Collects All-Star Comics #8; Wonder Woman #7, 28, 99, 107, 179, 204, and 288; Wonder Woman #1 (1987), 64, 93, 142, 177, and 195; Justice League: The New Frontier: Special; Wonder Woman #0 (2012) and Sentinels. Collects Wonder Woman #1-7; 398 pages. DC Comics. P. $39.99 $14.95

★★7923449 THE BATMAN ADVENTURES OMNIBUS. By Kelley Puckett et al. Collects The Batman Adventures #1-36; The Batman Adventures Annual #1-2; The Batman Holiday Special #1; Batman: The Adventures Mad Love #1; a story from Batman: Black & White; and the never-before-reprinted comic book adaptation of Batman: Mask of the Phantasm. 1168 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. P. $150.00 $56.95


★★7923402 ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN: George Perez. By Len Wein et al. Highlights Perez’s work from over 35 years, featuring iconic characters and storylines. Contains: DC Comics Presents #61; Action Comics Annual #2; Action Comics #543-652; Superman #175; Legion of Super-Heroes #280-281; Superman #364, #714; Superman: Last Stand of New Krypton #2, and Supergirl #8. 448 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. P. $39.99 $9.95

801185 ROBIN, VOLUME 3: Solo. By Chuck Dixon et al. When darkness falls over Gotham City, Tim Drake becomes his alter ego, the costumed crime-fighter known as Robin. Usually he patrols the night with his partner, Batman, but with Bruce recovering from the brain damage he conceived of Bane, Tim Drake must team up with the new Batman, Collects Robin (1992-1995) #1-2; Robin #1-5; and Showcase ’93 #4-6, 11-12. DC Comics. Paperback. P. $24.99 $9.95

8014094 ROBIN, VOLUME 4: Turning Point. By Chuck Dixon. Tim Drake has been operating as Robin; his occasional alliance with Pat BOA, a vigilante Huntress, for what seems like forever. But that was because Jean Paul Valley, the new Batman, said he didn’t need or want a partner. Collects Robin #36-13 and Showcase ’94 #5-6. DC Comics. Paperback. P. $24.99 $9.95
See more titles at erhbc.com/927
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778201 FEMALE FURIES. By Cecil Castellucci. Trained from birth by the brutal Granny Goodness to become the greatest soldiers the Multi-Verse has ever seen. Why has it never been revealed that the great and powerful Darkseid drafted them into his war machine? Collects Female Furies #1-6 and Mister Miracle #9. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 PRICE CUT to $3.95

794113 THE ALEX ROSS MARVEL COMICS SUPER VILLAINS POSTER BOOK. From Abomination to Venom, all your favorite Marvel super villains are featured in this exclusive collection of paintings by Alex Ross. This first ever collection of these iconic images include 37 ready to frame, removable art prints, perfect for longtime Marvel fans and those discovering these classic villains for the first time. Abrams. 11x16. Paperback. $26.95

798441 THE LAZARUS CONTRACT SPECIAL #1. By Christopher Priest et al. They are the Titans. And now, from the void they roes this world or any world has ever known. They are the Titans. And now, from the void between the worlds, one of their most legendary members—Kid Flash—has emerged. Collects Titans #11; Teen Titans #8; Deathstroke #19-20, and Teen Titans: The Lazarus Contract Special #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

Fantasy & SciFi Comics


793072 ADVENTURE INTO FEAR OMNIBUS. By Stan Lee et al. Featuring monster stories from Marvel legends and the ghoulish adventures that helped make stars of the mischievous Man-Thing and Morbius, the Living Vampire! Collects Fear (1970) #1-31. 807 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $150.00 $49.95


7958388 ASSASSIN’S APPRENTICE, VOLUME 1. By R. Hobb & J. Houser. When the illegitimate son of a royal prince is discovered in a poor backwater, the boy’s life changes forever. Renamed Fitz by his new caretakers, the boy is plunged into the dangerous world of scheming and intrigue that makes up the courts of the Six Duchies. But unknown to all, a power has awakened in Fitz. Dark Horse. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

1177273 CREEPY ARCHIVES, VOLUME THREE. By Otto O. Binder et al. This groundbreaking material turned the world of graphic storytelling on its head in the early 1960s, as phenomenally young artists like Bernie Wrightson and Neil Adams reached new artistic heights with their fascinating explorations of classical and macabre horror stories. Collects Creepy #21-25. B&W. 222 pages. Dark Horse. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

7978731 CREEPY ARCHIVES, VOLUME FOUR. By Terry Bisson et al. Assembles Creepy issues #16-20 and includes original letters pages and the feature selection and more. Also featured is an in-depth interview with Archie Goodwin. B&W. 232 pages. Dark Horse. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95


7931425 CREEPY ARCHIVES, VOLUME TWO. By Otto Binder et al. Showcases some of the most harrowing stories of horror, murder, and supernatural mayhem in comics history, celebrating the gamut of gruesome subject matter, from re-imagined horror classics to spectacularly mind-shrinking twists or the macabre. Collects Creepy Magazine #6-10. 294 pages. Dark Horse. B/W. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

7910606 WEIRD SCIENCE, VOLUME TWO: The EC Archives. By Al Feldstein & William Gaines. Geomaring starships, intrepid space explorers, and bug-eyed monsters are the rocket fuel that powers Weird Science, one of the signature titles of the most controversial and influential publishers of its era. Features 24 astounding and alarming tales. Collects Weird Science #7-12. 213 pages. Dark Horse. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $15.99

7966342 WEREWOLF BY NIGHT, VOLUME 2: Marvel Masterworks. By Marv Wolfman et al. Collects Werewolf by Night (1972), #9-21; Tomb of Dracula (1972) #18; Giant-Size Creatures (1974) #1; and Monster Unleashed (1973) #6-7. 325 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $75.00 $54.95

8042136 CREEPSHOW, VOL. 1: Tales of Suspense and Horror!! By Chris Burnham et al. The worldwide phenomenon, based on the hit TV series, contains 10 terrifying tales from the finest talents in comics that will scare you to death. Collects Creepshow #1-5. Image. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

7945973 DAN DARE: THE EARTH STEALERS. By Eric Eden et al. Dan Dare and Digby awaken from deep-space hibernation to find themselves lost and left in an unknown region of space, marooned in a mysterious planet. Now our two lucky heroes must fight to free an enslaved race of aliens and find a way to return home. Titan. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 $9.95

7908431 JUDGE DREDD: FALSE WITNESS. By Brandon Easton. Elite members of Mega-City One society enjoy luxury and freedom which are denied the masses. The system of law and order is designed to maintain their exploitive grip on the city’s resources and they’ll do anything to protect their operation. But when a criminal nobody uncovers a terrifying conspiracy, Mega-City One is shaken to its core! Collects Judge Dredd: False Witness #1-4. Dark Horse. 214 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

7958501 KAMANDI, VOL. 2: The Last Boy on Earth! By Jack Kirby et al. Follows Kamandi as he continues to explore the treacherous, strange world of Earth-A.D. for settlements and technology that may have survived the calamity that caused humankind’s downfall. Collects Kamandi, the Last Boy on Earth #21-40. 426 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95
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**798572 SPRIGGAN: Deluxe Edition 1.** By Hiroshi Takashige. An ancient civilization once hid artifacts of immense power across the Earth, and now the world’s governments will stop at nothing to seize those relics for their own nefarious purposes. Only the ARCAM corporation stands against them, whose special agents, the Spriggan, are the world’s last line of defense against the alien depredations. 652 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. $7.95

**798622 SHOCK SUSPENSTORIES: The EC Archives.** By Bill Gaines et al. These hard as nails tales of betrayal, lacery, and murder are the work of legendary creators Al Feldstein, Wally Wood, Jack Davis, Reed Crandall, Jack Kamen, and more. Collects Shock SuspenStories #13-18. 212 pages. Dark Horse. 8x10¼. Paperbound. $14.95

**79947X FAFHRD AND THE GRAY MOUSER OMNIBUS.** By Fritz Leiber et al. Join the hulking barbarian and the diminutive rogue as they battle swordsmen, necromancers, and flagons of strong drink! Collects stories published previously in Fritz Leiber’s Fafhrd and the Gray Mouser: The Cloud of Hate and Other Stories. 310 pages. Dark Horse. Paperbound. $29.99 $21.95

**7941730 STAR TREK–VOYAGER: Seven’s Reckoning.** By Dave Baker. A chance encounter with a replication alien race draws Seven of Nine and the rest of the U.S.S. Voyager crew into an ancient conflict that’s on the brink of exploding into all-out war! Collects issues #1-4. IDW Publishing. Paperbound. $15.99 $9.95

**7843798 STAR WARS, VOL. 2: Darth Vader.** By J.Yaron & K. Gillen. Darth Vader now knows the name Luke Skywalker, and he is determined to track down the young Jedi and turn him to the dark side! Collects: Darth Vader #13-25; Annual #1; Star Wars: Vader Down #1; and Star Wars #13-14. Marvel. Paperbound. $39.99 $19.95

**7902840 STRANGELING: The Art of Jasmine Becket-Griffith.** Contains a comprehensive compilation of fine color reproductions of the artist’s paintings. In addition to detailed insights from the artist, the artworks are supplemented with the poetry and short stories of the artist’s sisters, illuminating the histories behind some of the artist’s beloved characters. Gilded edges. Blu-ray Disc. 8½x12. $17.95

**7902676 SGT. ROCK VS. THE ARMY OF THE DEAD.** By Bruce Campbell. Berlin, 1944. Hitler and his evil scientists develop a serum that resurrects their dead soldiers, stronger than they were in life, and sends them back onto the battlefield. Collects DC Horror Presents: Sgt. Rock vs. Army of the Dead #1-6. DC Comics. Paperbound. $24.99 $17.95

**7906104 MCCAY.** By Thierry Smolderen. 1889, the young Winsor McCay crosses paths with two men who will change the course of his life: Sills and Professor Howell. Twenty years later, a series of misfortunes forces McCay to face his demons, and travel back to a world between worlds. Titan. 9x12½. Paperbound. $24.99 $19.95

**7946104 THE KEEPER.** By T. Due & S. Barnes. Aisha has suffered a devastating loss. Her parents were killed in a car crash, and now she finds herself in Siberia, the location of Earth's 56th colony. Shortly after moving in, her grandmother's health rapidly deteriorates. With her dying breath, she summons the dark spirit that has protected her family for generations to watch over Aisha. And for a second, the dead return... Titan. 9x12½. Paperbound. $24.99 $19.95

**798910 MAJIGA: The Art of Melanie Delon.** By Fritz Leiber et al. Join the hulking barbarian and the diminutive rogue as they battle swordsmen, necromancers, and flagons of strong drink! Collects stories published previously in Fritz Leiber’s Fafhrd and the Gray Mouser: The Cloud of Hate and Other Stories. 310 pages. Dark Horse. Paperbound. $29.99 $21.95

**7948082 THE LOST FLEET: Corsair.** By Jack Campbell. The century-long war between two space empires, the Alliance and the Syndics, has ended and an era begins. Geary, believed MI A, is still a prisoner. Collects #1-5. Titan. Paperbound. $16.99 $9.95

**799700 GOTHIC ART NOUVEAU: The Art of Matt Hughes.** Blending the romantic ideals of Art Nouveau with the dark horror and mystery of Gothic, the resulting mixture is a heady and intriguing combination. Wandering an exquisitely imagined, and mesmerizing gallery of unique and beautiful creations. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. SDP. 9x12. Paperbound. $15.00 $11.95

**790800 PRE-CODE CLASSICS, VOLUME TWO: Weird Terror.** It’s all here, culture-lovers—walking dead folks—some even still sporting their heads, witches, ghosts, werewolves, and enough vamps to go into secular-haunt business. Collects Terror, November 1953-September 1954 #5-13. PS Artbooks. $29.95

**7941277 PRE-CODE CLASSICS, VOLUME ONE: Weird Science Fiction.** Joins the strange in this strange new world. 21st Century! Fully remastered, this far-out volume includes twenty unbelievable tales from a stellar collection of writers and artists. Collects Weird Science-Fiction #1-27 and Incredible Science Fiction #30-33, 232 pages. Dark Horse. 8x11¼. Paperbound. Paperbound. $19.99 $14.95
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★ 7865482 WATCHMEN, COLLECTOR’S EDITION. By Alan Moore. Begins as a murder mystery but soon unfolds into a uniquely-intricate conspiracy. As the resolution comes to a head, the unlikely group of reunited heroes—Rorschach, Nite Owl, Silk Spectre, Dr. Manhattan and Ozymandias—must test the limits of their convictions and ask themselves where the true line is between good and evil. Collects Watchmen #1-12. DC Comics. Published at $125.00. $49.95

★ 7778058 ABSOLUTE SWAMP THING, VOLUME ONE. By Alan Moore. In 1983, an English writer joined a trio of American artists to revitalize a long-suffering comic book icon. By the time the sold out series finished four years later, their work was recognized as one of the titles that defined a new era in modern graphic storytelling. Collects The Saga of the Swamp Thing #1-34, and Swamp Thing Annual #2. Includes velvet cover and ribbon bookmark. 448 pages. DC Comics. $9.95x15. Published at $99.99. $34.95

★ 8014205 Y: THE LAST MAN Compendium One. By Brian K. Vaughan. It’s summer 2002 and a mysterious virus – like nothing yet known – sweeps across the globe. The uninfected will become a state religion, while the infected become a violent, soulless horde. As the world is transformed into a global wasteland, humanity is thrown into a race against time to discover a cure before it’s too late. At the center of it all are three men: Yorick Brown, his grandmother, and a love so powerful it never left his heart. Collects Y: The Last Man #1-37. DC Comics. Published at $59.99. $24.95

★ 7933745 VOYAGING, VOLUME ONE: The Plague Star. By George R.R. Martin. Journey across the cosmos, the Thousand Worlds, as a ragtag group of conspirators embark on a mysterious mission to gain unfathomable fame and fortune—just if only they can survive. TEN Speed. Published at $19.99. $14.95

★ 7792174 FANTASTIC PAINTINGS OF FRAZETTA. By J. David Spurlock. A landmark tribute to the greatest artist of the world’s greatest genre–the comic book artist, whose art sells for record-breaking millions. Frazetta has inspired generations, including movies and TV shows like Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King, Game of Thrones and Star Wars. Fully illus., mostly in color. 114 pages. Vanguard. 10¼x14½. $34.95

★ 7798171 OLD SOULS. By Brian McDonald. When a troubling encounter with a homeless man triggers something inside Chris, memories of his past lives bubble to the surface. A lost Chinese boy, a wailing ghost, a love so powerful it never left his heart—all compete for his attention. He discovers he must find closure to a tragic episode in his past without losing himself in the process. 246 pages. First Second. Published at $24.99. $17.95

★ 7997795 CARMILLA: The First Vampire. By Amy Chu, Illus. by S. Lee. Novel. Set in 1896, the Year of the Rail, an idealistic Chinese American sociologist turns detective when she discovers young, homeless LGBTQ women are being murdered, and no one seems to care. A series of clues points her to Carmilla’s, a mysterious nightclub. There she fails for the next likely target, in this graphic novel. 112 pages. Berger Books. Published at $19.99. $9.95

★ 8041903 GRAND ABYSS HOTEL. By Marcos Prior. Neoliberalism has become a state religion, while the citizens quietly and then not so quietly rebel, giving way to violence on the streets and souring chaos. A masked vigilante takes on the role of hero to battle politicians, the erosion of democracy, and social media. Archia. 12x8¼. Published at $24.99. $6.95

★ 7883463 THE AUTHORITY. By Ed Brubaker. The Authority are taking over the U.S. government! When Paul Revere and the Sons of Liberty push back and incite the American populace into rebellion against their new rulers, can the Authority survive internal struggles long enough to maintain control? Collects The Authority: Revolution #1-12, with behind the scenes material including the complete script to The Authority: Revolution #2. DC Comics. $24.99

★ 7799813 V-WARS: The Graphic Novel Collection. By Alan Moore. Set in a world transformed by a global pandemic caused by a millennia old virus that, once triggered, affects individuals differently depending on their DNA resulting in vampires as unique as their cultures. But, the resulting unaffected humans will lead to all out war. Collects V-WARS #0 FCBD and V-WARS #1-11. IDW Publishing. Published at $29.99. $7.95

★ 1162713 THE LAST MECHANICAL MONSTER. By Brian Fies. Decades after being imprisoned for a crime he did not commit, journalist Oskar V.Worlds, as a ragtag group of conspirators embark on a mysterious mission to gain unfathomable fame and fortune—just if only they can survive. TEN Speed. Published at $19.99. $14.95

★ 7875366 GAMMA DRACONIS. By Benoist Simmat. Aiko has a secret passion for the Occult. But when several experts are mysteriously attacked, she finds herself at the center of a conspiracy involving a sinister organization hell-bent on releasing a demonic entity into our world. Determined to solve the enigma, Aiko must discover exactly how her family is involved, and why she is the only one who can stop the dreaded Nian. Collects Gamma Draconis. B&W. Titan. Published at $14.99. $5.95

★ 7878590 COMICS. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

★ 7998171 OLD SOULS. By Brian McDonald. When a troubling encounter with a homeless man triggers something inside Chris, memories of his past lives bubble to the surface. A lost Chinese boy, a wailing ghost, a love so powerful it never left his heart—all compete for his attention. He discovers he must find closure to a tragic episode in his past without losing himself in the process. 246 pages. First Second. Published at $24.99. $17.95

★ 7933745 VOYAGING, VOLUME ONE: The Plague Star. By George R.R. Martin. Journey across the cosmos, the Thousand Worlds, as a ragtag group of conspirators embark on a mysterious mission to gain unfathomable fame and fortune—if only they can survive. TEN Speed. Published at $19.99. $14.95
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**7943296 THE MYSTERIES.** By Bill Watterson, photos by J. Kasch et al. A long-ago kingdom is afflicted with unexplainable calamities. Hoping to end the torment, the king dispatches his knights to discover the source of the mysterious events. Years later, a single untrusted knight returns. B&W. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $19.99

**7962460 THE NICE HOUSE ON THE LAKE, VOLUME ONE.** By James Tynion IV. They could feel themselves pulling away from their other friends; wouldn’t a chance to reconnect be nice? The overriding anxieties of the 21st century get a terrifying new face and it might just be the face of the person you once trusted most. Collects The Nice House on the Lake #1-6. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**7962479 THE NICE HOUSE ON THE LAKE, VOLUME TWO.** By James Tynion IV. They begin to realize the full truth of what happened the day they accepted Walter’s invitation to the vacation of a lifetime—and that truth will snuff out the last flame of hope they held in their hearts. Collects The Nice House on the Lake #7-12. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**7952139 THE TOMB OF DRACULA, VOLUME 3: Marvel Masterworks.** By M. Wolfram & C. Claremont. Dracula’s daughter Lilith is revealed and while she doesn’t get along with dear old undead dad, she still carries on in the bloodsucking family tradition. Collects Tomb of Dracula (1972) #23-30; Giant-Size Dracula (1974) #1; Guts-Size Dracula (1974) #2-3; Vampire Tales (1973) #6; Dracula Lives (1973) #10-11; and Marvel Preview (1975) #12, #16. 337 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $75.00

**7962452 NEAL ADAMS’ BLOOD, VOLUME 1.** Lionel has been kidnapped and brutalized by a crime syndicate. His only hope is his friend Jorge—the one-man army known as Blood! Features an animated 3D lenticular cover. Collects Blood chapters #1-10 from Dark Horse Presents #1-3, #5-8, #11, and #28-29. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99


**7892688 THE WANDERING EARTH #2.** By C. Liu & C. Bec. The life-bringing sun is on track to have a catastrophic heliosmash within the next 400 years, which would wipe the Earth from the universe entirely. To survive, humanity constructs massive engines on Earth that keep running nonstop, gradually taking Earth out of the Sun’s orbit. Braking, escaping, and hostile living conditions wear down humanity’s hope. 124 pages. Talos. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

**7962274 B.P.R.D. OMNIBUS, VOLUME 1.** By Mike Mignola et al. Following the exploits of Abe Sapien, Liz Sherman, Roger the Homunculus, Johann Krauss, Kate Corrigan, Ashley Strode, and many more, from the war on frogs through the end of the years, they’d stolen from evil corporations and were the most wanted criminals in the galaxy. Over 790 pages. Fantagraphics. 10x13½. Pub. at $75.00


**7948832 BOUNTY.** By Kurtis Wiebe. The Gadflies were the most wanted criminals in the galaxy. Over 790 pages, they’d stolen from evil corporations and redistributed their ill-gotten gains to the less fortunate. Doing so earned them a reputation as the toughest outlaws in the universe—a bounty to match! Collects issues #1-5. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**7904466 BRZRKR, VOLUME ONE.** By Keanu Reeves et al. The man known only as B. is half-mortal and half-god, cursed and compelled to violence. But after surviving the world for centuries, B. has found a refuge, working for the U.S. government to fight the battles too violent for anyone else. In exchange, B. will be given the truth about his endless blood existence. Collects BRZRKR #1-4. BOOM! Studios. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**7945167 STAR TREK, VOLUME 2: IDW Library Collection.** By D. Tischman & S. Tipton. Travel to Tigan 1, Kandom 9, uncharted space, and more, each leading to unexpected adventures. Collects Star Trek: The Next Generation–The Space Between #1-6 and Star Trek: The Next Generation–Intelligence Gathering #1-5. IDW Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

**7919468 TEEN TITANS EARTH ONE, VOLUME ONE.** By Jeff LeMeire. They were just kids with the same problems as anyone, but in a day, their worlds shattered. The people who claimed to love these teens had creatures all one once—visions began of a world that was not their own. Vic, Tara, Gar and Josey—they aren’t kids anymore—but what are they? DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**774014X HOME TO STAY! The Complete Ray Bradbury EC Stories.** Between 1951 and 1954, EC Comics adapted 28 classic Bradbury stories into comics form. This special companion collection features all 28 stories with stunning art reproduced in generously oversized coffee table dimensions! B&W. 306 pages. Fantagraphics. 10x13½. Pub. at $75.00

**7978595 DUNGEONS & DRAGONS, VOLUME 1: Library Collection.** By R.A. & Geno Salvatore. Drizzt and his companion, Dahlia, hunt for a dwarf named Tiernan and Doum’weille are something that seems part vampire and part elite dwarven warrior. Tirfiin and Dow’weille are half-Drow siblings, locked in competition for the ownership of the bloodthirsty sword Khazid’he. Collects Dungeons & Dragons: The Legend of Drizzt—Neverwinter Tales #1-5 (2011-2012) and Dungeons & Dragons: Cutter #1-5 (2013). IDW Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99


**7923718 WEREWOLF BY NIGHT, VOLUME 1: Marvel Masterworks.** By Gerry Conway et al. Born on the night of a full moon, Marvel’s most feared hunter emerges! He is the Werewolf by Night! Born Russell by day, but when darkness falls, he becomes the Werewolf by Night! Collects Marvel Spotlight #2-4 (1972-1973); and Marvel Team-Up #1-12 (1973) 259 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $75.00
Fantasy & Sci-Fi Comics

★7829345 NIGHT TERROR. By John Kenn Mortensen. Open this book (if you dare) to encounter a frightful horde of sepia-toned spider-witches, wraths, gobelins, giant spiders, wild bears, evil clowns—countless other unspeakable creatures. In B&W. Fanatographics, 9½x13¼. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★7962487 NURSE MYTHOLOGY, VOLUME 3. By Neil Gaiman. A wild quest where Thor and Tyr face a multileveled gigantic, fire-breathing sea serpents, and more bizarre mythological creatures; the journey of Odin to the end of the world; computer Norse Mythology #1-6. Dark Horse. Pub at $29.99 $21.95

★1039121 SHOOK! A Black Horror Anthology. By Shawn Alleyne et al. Stems from a diverse array of horror; this anthology boasts a cadre of award winning or nominated writers—including Shawn Alleyne, Rodney Barnes, Alvern Ball, David F. Walker, and more. So, sit back and follow on this journey of terror, suspense, nightmares, and the darkest depths of FEAR! Dark Horse. Paperbound. $24.99

★7849788 MAGIC, VOLUME FOUR. By Jed MacKay. In Ravinica, the Metal Mage reigns as a shadowy dictator, while Vraska, Ral Zarek, and Kaya are trapped and unable to escape. But despite Ravinica being seemingly unreachable, unlikely help may be on the way, determined to remain hidden from an enemy who could crush their entire multiverse! Collects Magic: The Gathering: Ravnica: City of Guilds #1-20. 700 pages. Dark Horse. Pub. at $14.99 $17.95

★7962339 THE CREATURE COMMANDOS! By J.M. DeMatteis et al. The weirdest warriors of all, created by a secret government organization to ruthless take down the cream of Hitler’s killer elite. Collects Weird War Tales #93, #97, #100, #102, #105, #108-112, #114-119, #121, and #124. 284 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★7711999 THE HAUNT OF FEAR, VOLUME 2: The EC Archives. By A. Feldstein & J. Craig. This volume will chill you to the bone core! Featuring art from the celebrated talents of Johnny Craig, Graham Ingels, Jack Davis, Jack Kamen, George Roussos, Ed Smalle, and Joe Orlando! Contains: The Haunt of Fear #7-12, 216 pages. Dark Horse. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

7941749 STRANGER THINGS: Kamchatka. By Michael Moreci. When a leading Soviet scientist is abducted to work on a top-secret project, he comes face to face with the Kremlin’s new ultimate weapon—a Demogorgon! Collects Issues #1-4. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

★7939655 THE ART OF DRACULA OF TRANSYLVANIA. By Ricardo Delgado. Dracula’s mastery of character and world building design brings the legendary vampire to life in a way one never seen before. He adds insightful commentary to each of his designs, allowing a brief glimpse into the mind of a master. Well illus. in color. Clover. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $65.00 $47.95


★7956228 MONSTER-SIZED HELLBOY. By Mike Mignola. Experience the main Hellboy story in the largest format ever as he and the B.P.R.D. launch Paranormal Research and Defense confront things that lurk in the shadows. Collects Hellboy Omnibus Volumes #1-4: Seed of Destruction; Wake the Devil; Conqueror Worm; Strange Places; Into the Silent Sea; and more. Includes a silk bookmark. 1508 pages. Dark Horse. 8x12½. Pub. at $149.99 $119.95

7932480 MONSTERS UNLEASHED! VOL. 1: Monster Mash. By Cullen Bunn. Starring a group of massively monstrous do-gooders: Aegis, Slizlikz, Sard Jig, Meat Hook, Ha- Viol-Taga and a monster-masher Kid Kajuu and monster-hunter Elsa Bloodstone, they’ll take on gargantuan creatures and protect the planet from ruin and disaster. Collects Monsters Unleashed (2017B) #1-5. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $17.95

★7855563 MAGIC: Soul and Stone. By Seanan McGuire. Delve into Ajaï Goldenma’s past adventures and uncover surprises, including what happened when the valiant protector faced threats beyond his capabilities. Nahrí has protected Zendikir for centuries, but his fate is far from decided. Only one new revelation from her distant past. Collects Magic: Ajaï Goldenma #1 and Magic: Nahrí the Lichmancer #1. BOOM! Studios. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

794214 DAPHNE BYRNE. Hill House Comics. By Laura Hopwood. It is the gash splendor of the 1920s, and the one and only Daphne Byrne of the Manhattan jazz age is on a mission to stop the world’s most powerful syndicate, the Kr allens, from unleashing their ultimate weapon—a De megorgon! Collects issue #1-4. Hill House. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $14.95


★7961898 FOREVER STRANGE: The Big-Eyed Art of Jasmine Becket-Griffith. This expansive monograph serves as an heirloom tome for lifelong collectors, while at the same time providing an exciting introduction to new fans of the artist. The artworks are also accompanied by the poetry and short stories of Amber Logan and Kachinha Mickelito—the artist’s sisters—revealing behind the scenes of some of the artist’s most well-loved images. 284 pages. Blue Angel. 9x12. Pub. at $31.95 $23.95


★1027212 TERROR, VOLUME 1: The Horror Comic Art of Jayme Cortez. By Fabio Morabito. Features the magazine covers Jayme Cortez produced for the Brazilian publisher La Selva, each one more spine-tingling than the last, along with a hefty book some of his other illustrations. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Korero. 7½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95


★7877455 THE ANCIENT MAGUS’ BRIDE, VOLUME 3: Jack Flash and the Faerie Case Files. By Yu Godal. Changelings do it all, from mediating underworld backroom deals to talking to a baby case of lovelessness. Now, raising a baby dragon they accidentally hatch, the faerie Jack Flash and her human brother Larry take on some new cases. But of course, none of them will go as planned. The Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 PRICE CUT TO $3.95

See more titles at erhc.com/#297 - 27 -
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7857721 DUNE, BOOK 2: Muad’dib. By Frank Herbert et al. Young Paul Atreides and his mother, the Lady Jessica, find themselves stranded in the desert world of Arrakis. Betrayed by their own physician, Dr. Yueh, and destroyed by their greatest enemy, the Harkonnens, Paul and Jessica must find the mysterious Fremen or perish. As the planet’s secrets unravel, the planets face choices. 168 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

7770845 NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD, VOL. 2: Mandy’s Demons. By Jean-Luc Isnin, illus. by E. Bonetti. Lizbeth, her brother Leland, and a handful of strangers are held up in a Rundown hotel surrounded by zombies. As night begins to fall Lizbeth has no choice but to find and activate the hotel’s emergency generator. But to that she will have to escape from the zombies. 56 pages. Firefly. 9x12. Pub. at $4.99

7908490 STAR TREK, VOLUME 1: Boldly Go. By Mike Johnson with R. Parnell. After the destruction of their ship in Star Trek Beyond, the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise have been reassigned to new ships with unseasoned crews, and unfamiliar roles. The galaxy along with their new partners, but the discovery of new worlds, new species, new ships, all lead to new danger. Collects Star Trek: Boldly Go #1-6. IDW Publishing. 6½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

7948818 BERSERKER, VOLUME 1. By Rick Lovett. The lives of Aaron and Farris, two young and completely different men, are turned upside down when they discover an uncontrollable rage living inside them. Meanwhile, two mysterious organizations seek them out for their newfound strength and power for their own purposes. Collects issues #1-6. Image. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $5.95

7877633 ROBO SAPIENS: Tales of Tomorrow. By Isao Tsukushi. In the future, robots are more than machines. Autonomous “cyber-persons” with A.I. brains are now part of society, interacting with humans while developing their own culture. And, they may be surpassing humans as logical homin sapiens have begun to die out and give way to robo sapiens. But are humans truly disappearing, or are robots becoming the new form of humanity? Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

7949022 ROT & RUIN: Warrior Smart. By Jonathan Maberry. We meet Benny, Nix, Lilah, and Boo, must risk life, limb, and dignity to protect the city they mostly love. Collects Dungeons & Dragons: Evil at Baldur’s Gate; Dungeons & Dragons: Infernal Tides; and Dungeons & Dragons: Mindbreaker. IDW Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $14.95


7861827 SPY ISLAND. By Chelsea Cain. The world’s best spies keep watch over the Bermuda Triangle from a mysterious island outpost teeming with supernatural intrigue, monsters, and evil villains set on global domination. The best of these is Nora Freud. When her marine cryptozoologist sister shows up, warning of mermaid attacks, Nora’s troubles begin. Collects Spy Island issues #1-4. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95


7863195 CARBON 5. By Mark Schulz. Assembles stunning works by the celebrated fantasy artist, each crafting scenes of lovely warrior women, daring men and fearsome beasts. Generally brush and ink, graphite and charcoal (with the occasional watercolor), these works capture the artist at his most viscerally engaging. B&W. 56 pages. Flesk. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $14.95


7910841 CABLE. By Gerry Duggan. Cable has found home and happiness, with a family to call his own and a giant space sword in his hand. But when mutant babies start to be kidnapped out in the wider world, Nathan takes it personally. Collects Cable (2020) #1-4, #7-12. Marvel. Pub. at $33.99 $14.95

787636X BLACK TIDE RISING, VOLUME ONE. By Chuck Dixon. The media calls it the Pacific Flu, CDC calls it H703, and it spreads into the wilderness. The virus combines the worst symptoms of Rabies and the common Flu, and is suspected to be man-made. The first reports of fatal, cannabinistic “zombie-like” symptoms were met with disbelief. Sue-Chee and company are racing the clock for a cure. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

7922329 MORNING IN AMERICA. By Magdalene Visaggio. A group of friends and small time delinquents, the Sick Sisters, may be the only people standing between their small town and complete apocalyptic destruction. Knowing something is wrong, the Sisters take the investigations into their own hands, and at the end of the world, four girls with bikes and baseball bats are there to stand in the way. 136 pages. On Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.99

782436X THE WITCHER: Witch’s Lament. By Bartosz Sztybor. As Geralt searches for his next job, disturbing images of the fatal persecution appear before him bringing an ominous warning. When the daughter of a wealthy landlord is believed to have been kidnapped, Geralt discovers that this is far from a rescue mission. Collects The Witcher: Witch’s Lament #1-4. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


7863195 CARBON 5.

7848245 DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: Nights of Endless Adventure.

7910841 CABLE.

787636X BLACK TIDE RISING, VOLUME ONE.

7922329 MORNING IN AMERICA.

782436X THE WITCHER: Witch’s Lament.

7686047 TARZAN, VOLUME 1: The New Adventures.
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**7856644 SCOOP: Buried Leads. By Richard Ashley Hamilton. This just in! UFOs, time travelers, and mutants are real—and really bad news for teen sleuth Sophie Cooper. Join Sophie on her fly-high-mystery from the swamps of the Everglades to the heat of Miami’s city streets! Insight Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95**

$5.95

**7817363 DEAD OR ALIVE. By Scott Chipitow. When two down on their luck cowboys capture the most wanted outlaw in the West, they get more than they bargained for when they discover a Comanche shaman has infected him with an ancient zombie virus. Collects Dead or Alive #1-4. Red 5. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95**

$11.95

**7882572 SEA OF DREAMS #1. By C. Liu & R. Santullo. An annual ice sculpture festival draws the attention of an extraterrestrial visitor, who learns how to create such art and decides to use local resources to sculpt a piece in a gesture of goodwill. All the water in the ocean is swiftly carved up, straining the limits of the ice sculptor uses techniques to create crystal dominoes scattered by a giant of the cosmos. Talos. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99**

**7916299 LORD OF GORE, VOLUME ONE. By D.B. Stanley. The Headman. Medieval executioner, Horror transcends star. Slasher. For nearly 30 years, the Headman has been terrifying moviegoers, and steadily building a body count. He carried the torch, when Freddy, Jason, and Michael faded from the spotlight. Collects Lords of Gore #1-5. Devil’s Due Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99**

$14.95

**4903269 COVENANT: The Art of Allen Williams. First collection of the artist’s mystical drawings and paintings, which celebrate the beauty and the menace of various fantastic creatures accompanied by Williams’ short descriptions and poems. Fully Illus., many in color. 144 pages. Flesk. 9x12. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95**

$29.95

**7882576 THE VILLAGE TEACHER #3. By C. Liu & Z. Xiangyu. In the depths of mountains shrouded with ignorance and superstition, a man dedicates his life to igniting a passion for science and culture in children’s hearts. As his life draws to an end, he uses his dying breaths to impart something deadly. BOOM! Studios. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99**

$11.95

**7882726 YUANYUAN’S BUBBLES. By C. Liu & V. Mangin. Ever since she was a child, Yuanyuan always dreamed of blowing big bubbles. But her father worries about her fascination. As an adult, she creates a multimillion-dollar business out of the technology she developed for her doctoral thesis. But she still dreams of blowing the biggest bubble she can. 63 pages, Talos. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99**

**7879375 THE LOST CITY OF HERACLEON. By Bruce Livingstone. Louis and Shiro find themselves on an interdimensional submarine captained by an off the hinges old man. They discover Louis’s missing father still be alive as they are transported into a world of parallel dimensions. Along the battlegrounds of ancient Egypt, the Lost City. Archai, 8x11½. Pub. at $26.99**

$6.95

**7829965 SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN, VOLUME TWO. By James Tynion IV. Erica Slaughter may have slain the monster of Archer’s Peak, but the horror is far from over. As her mysterious handler arrives to clean up the mess, Erica heads deeper into the woods, on the trail of something deadly. BOOM! Studios. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99**

$11.95

**7870538 STARDRAGONS, By Paolo Barbieri. From the brilliant imagination of Barbieri comes a collection of exquisite and formidable stardragons. They are creative renditions of famous constellations, including Andromeda, Perseus, Orion, Ursa Major, and many more! Stardragons capture the essence of these cosmic forces and inspire you to shoot for the stars. Fully Illus., in color. 127 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95**

**7871000 THE UMBRELLA ACADEMY: Apocalypse Suite. By Gerard Way. In an inexplicable worldwide event, 43 extraordinary children were spontaneously born by women who’d previously shown no signs of pregnancy. Millionaire investor Reginald Hargreeves adopted seven of the children; when they asked why, he only explained that the world needed this particular brand of hero. Collects The Umbrella Academy: Apocalypse Suite #1-6. Slipcased. Dark Horse. 9x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99**

**787009X CRITICAL ROLE: Vox Machina Origins. By M. Coville & R. Houser. Familiar faces from Critical Role’s smash-hit first campaign meet amidst a deadly mystery in Silbon, bend to save one of them from a strange curse, and complete a race for possession in Westruin with additional members, completing the party with their adventures in the world of Exandria. Collects Critical Role: Vox Machina Origins, series I and II. Dark Horse. 9x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99**

**7922361 TIME SHARE. By Patrick Keller. After a time bending adventure, Ollie French was set to go home in his uncle’s rocket car time machine when everything went sideways. He’s at the center of a maelstrom of paradoxes that threaten to destroy the multiverse. Fortunately, Ollie’s fellow time traveling friends might just help straighten things out. 136 pages. Oni Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99**

**4903528 ELEGANT SPIRITS: Amano's The Tale of Genji and Fairies. By Yoshitaka Amano. This volume excerpts and reletters these stories of the distant past alongside many drawings and 80 full-color paintings by Amano, including two eight-page foldouts depicting the spectacular panoramas of Amano’s vision! 168 pages. Dark Horse. 8½x12. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99**

$24.95

**7829965 SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN, VOLUME TWO. By James Tynion IV. Erica Slaughter may have slain the monster of Archer’s Peak, but the horror is far from over. As her mysterious handler arrives to clean up the mess, Erica heads deeper into the woods, on the trail of something deadly. BOOM! Studios. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99**

$11.95

**7870538 STARDRAGONS, By Paolo Barbieri. From the brilliant imagination of Barbieri comes a collection of exquisite and formidable stardragons. They are creative renditions of famous constellations, including Andromeda, Perseus, Orion, Ursa Major, and many more! Stardragons capture the essence of these cosmic forces and inspire you to shoot for the stars. Fully Illus., in color. 127 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95**

Based on TV, Movies & Games

**7929592 WALT DISNEY’S UNCLE SCROOGE: Cave of Ali Baba. By Carl Barks. When Uncle Scrooge, Donald, and the nephews are approached by a wayward archaeologist bearing fragile clay tablets that point the way to Ali Baba’s lost cave, the quest is on for the most fabulous treasure of the ancient world, and more! 198 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $35.00**

$26.95

**7908504 STAR TREK: Manifest Destiny. By M. Johnson & R. Parrott. At the edge of explored space, Capt. Kirk and the crew of the Starship Enterprise come face to face with a new Klingon threat—with the fate of the galaxy at stake! Collects Star Trek: Manifest Destiny #1-4. Also includes the Klingon graphic novel expansion of Star Trek: Manifest Destiny #1. IDW Publishing. 6x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99**

$5.95

**7915535 FIREFLY: Watch How I Soar. By Jeff Jensen et al. As Wash’s life flashes before him, he revisits the most important, never before revealed moments from his life and how growing up on a planet so ravaged by pollution that no star could shine in the sky, to meeting the woman of his dreams in Zoe, who would become his wife and help him create a life beyond his wildest imagination. BOOM! Studios. Pub. at $19.99**

$6.95
Based on TV, Movies & Games

**7979584 UNCLE SCROOGE & DONALD DUCK IN LES MISERABLES AND WAR AND PEACE.** By Giovan Battista Carpi. In the tradition of Mickey’s Christmas Carol and Mickey, Donald, Goofy: The Three Musketeers—it’s more wild Duckburg retellings of literary greats! 188 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $29.99

$21.95

**7962398 HALO: Legacy Collection.** By Brian Michael Bendis et al. Follows the Master Chief as he single-handedly takes on the Covenant’s long-visit Frorunner Dreadnought—a vessel capable of ending all humanity! Collects Halo: Uprising #1-4; Helljumper #1-5; and Halo: Blood Line #1-5. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

$21.95

**7900547 STRANGER THINGS: The Torn of Ybwen.** By Greg Pak. It’s January 1985—the Hawkins crew have survived their battle with the mind flayer, but Will and Joyce are still reeling from the recent death of Bob Newby. After he and Mr. Clarke discover a mysterious map Bob left in a box of old nerdy memorabilia, Will rallies the crew to investigate. Collects Strange Things: Tomb of Ybwen #1-4. Dark Horse. 6/4 x10/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

$7.95


$21.95

**7915381 ASSASSIN’S CREED: El Cakr.** By Corbeylan. While Jonathan Hawk tries to unmask that which has planted its cell, his ancestral subject El Cakr takes the fight to the Templars for possession of the Scepter of Aset. The stakes are high in an Egyptian troubled by the assassination of Sultan Al-Nasir Muhammad, as the goddess’ sacred staff promises untold power to whoever possesses it! 48 pages. Titan. 7/4 x11. Pub. at $9.99

$4.95


$5.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY! 7962541 THE SANDMAN, BOOK THREE.** By Neil Gaiman. Delirium, youngest of the extended family known as the Endless, prevails upon her brother Dream to help find their missing sibling. Destruction and his guest draws Morpheus to a final, tragic confrontation with his son. Collects The Sandman #38-56. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99

$26.95

**7962553 THE SANDMAN, BOOK TWO.** By Neil Gaiman. Morpheus of the Endless must journey into Hell to rectify a ten thousand year-old injustice. But that means traveling through the heart of enemy territory. His search takes him across the globe to find a group of unique operatives who could form the first secret operation task force, codenamed Vanguard. Activision. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**7966439 RICK AND MORTY: Ever After.** By Sam Maggs. Captain Butterc of the SOE is tasked with assembling a team to embark on a top secret and highly sensitive operation deep in the heart of enemy territory. His search takes him across the globe to find a group of unique operatives who could form the first secret operation task force, codenamed Vanguard. Activision. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**7952562 DOCTOR WHO—THE NINTH DOCTOR, VOLUME 3: Official Secrets.** By Cavan Scott. When the TARDIS is hot pursuit of a monster that they accidently sent back to the 1970s (or is it the 1980’s?), but there are more monsters than they could have ever imagined—and they’re being controlled by an unknown source. Collects Doctor Who: The Doctor Who: Ongoing #6-10. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

$5.95

**NEW! 1170600 THE ADVENTURE ZONE: The Eleventh Hour.** By Griffin McElroy et al. A small mining town called Refuge has been locked away behind an arcane bubble, and somewhere inside the Choral Chalice is causing a great mayhem. Caught in a 60 minute time loop that ends in the destruction of the town, Taako, Magnus, and Merle must find the Chalice, or be stuck forever in Refuge’s final hour. 344 pages. First Second. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**7962533 THE SANDMAN, BOOK ONE.** By Neil Gaiman. Introduces readers to a dark and enchanting world of dreams and nightmares: the house of Morpheus, the King of Dreams, and his kin, the Endless. Collects The Sandman #1-20. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

$21.95


$17.95

**11710824 WALT DISNEY’S MICKEY AND DONALD FANTASTIC FUTURES.** By Francesco Artibani et al. From giant robots to wild Mars rovers, Mickey, Donald, goofy, Pete, and the Phantom Blot face futuristic thrills and chills in this new comics epic: inspirations vintage cartoons, but taken in an unexpected, hi-tech direction! 260 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $34.99

$26.95

**7870793 AVATAR: The Last Airbender—The Search Omnibus.** By Gene Luen Yang. When Zuko discovers a clue to Ursa’s fate, he enlists the aid of Team Avatar— and enters into a tense alliance with his sister, the deadly and insane Azula—to finally uncover the truth. Collects Avatar: The Last Airbender—The Search parts one-three. Dark Horse. 262 pages. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

$17.95

**7962371 DRAGON AGE: The First Five Graphic Novels.** By David Gaider et al. Together with the notorious pirate Isabela and dwarven rogue Varric Tethras, King Alistair will confront ruthless assassins, religious zealots, and manges in pursuit of his long-lost father. Collects The Silent Grove; Those Who Speak; Until We Sleep; Magelight; and KnightErrant. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

$21.95

**7936705 CALL OF DUTY: Vanguard.** By Sam Maggs. Captain Butterc of the SOE is tasked with assembling a team to embark on a top secret and highly sensitive operation deep in the heart of enemy territory. His search takes him across the globe to find a group of unique operatives who could form the first special operation task force, codenamed Vanguard. Activision. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**7966605 RICK AND MORTY: Ever After.** By Sam Maggs. With Morty’s death in a crisis that’s sure to come for a society that suggests using his latest invention to absorb all of the knowledge he needs from his textbook Avalonia: Bad Stories for Bad Children. But Rick and Morty are both pulled into a universe contained within the volume, knowledge he needs from his textbook Avalonia: Bad Stories for Bad Children. But Rick and Morty are both pulled into a universe contained within the volume, and the short story “Killing Monsters.” Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

$17.95

**7962382 DISNEY ONE SATURDAY MORNING ADVENTURES.** Ed. by David Gerstein. Based on your favorite 1990s Saturday morning block! See sideways schoolkids Doug and Pepper Ann navigate the halls of tween angst–while sneaky Spinelli of Recess is always up to trick. Join Buzz Lightyear of Toy Story and his cross-dimensional friend Woody, and the space battles and more. 188 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $29.99

$21.95

**792747 SOLEY DISNEY ONE SATURDAY MORNING ADVENTURES.** Ed. by David Gerstein. Based on your favorite 1990s Saturday morning block! See sideways schoolkids Doug and Pepper Ann navigate the halls of tween angst–while sneaky Spinelli of Recess is always up to trick. Join Buzz Lightyear of Toy Story and his cross-dimensional friend Woody, and the space battles and more. 188 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $29.99

$21.95

**7987977 SAMURAI WITCH: The Art of Being a Witch.** By Greg Farshtey. The story of how a group of girls from a small village in Japan becomes a secret society of witches. A journey into the unknown..."The story of the girls who learned to be witches. They are the first of a new era of girls who dare to be different and to explore the secrets of the universe." Fantagraphics. Pub. at $19.99

$7.95

**7997279 CALL OF DUTY: Vanguard.** By Sam Maggs. Captain Butterc of the SOE is tasked with assembling a team to embark on a top secret and highly sensitive operation deep in the heart of enemy territory. His search takes him across the globe to find a group of unique operatives who could form the first special operation task force, codenamed Vanguard. Activision. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**7936705 CALL OF DUTY: Vanguard.** By Sam Maggs. Captain Butterc of the SOE is tasked with assembling a team to embark on a top secret and highly sensitive operation deep in the heart of enemy territory. His search takes him across the globe to find a group of unique operatives who could form the first special operation task force, codenamed Vanguard. Activision. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**NEW! 11710824 THE ADVENTURE ZONE: The Eleventh Hour.** By Griffin McElroy et al. A small mining town called Refuge has been locked away behind an arcane bubble, and somewhere inside the Choral Chalice is causing a great mayhem. Caught in a 60 minute time loop that ends in the destruction of the town, Taako, Magnus, and Merle must find the Chalice, or be stuck forever in Refuge’s final hour. 344 pages. First Second. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95
### History of Comics

**7801475** DC COMICS COVER ART: 350 of the Greatest Covers in DC's History. By Rick Jones. From the trailblazing works of Bob Kane, to the photo-realistic stylings of Adam Hughes, this is a collection of the most iconic covers in DC’s history. Stunning artwork is accompanied by expert commentary exploring the significance of each cover, which profiles shed light on their creators. 240 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**$14.95**

**7931581** THE BEST OF DON Winslow of the NAVY: A Collection of High-Seas Stories from Comics’ Most Daring Sailor! Ed. by Craig Yoe. A rousing collection of Don Winslow’s best action packed adventure stories from the classic run of one of the most popular comic books published during and after World War II. Collects Don Winslow of the Navy #1–#3, #22, #33, #37, #41, #43, #49, #314. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**$16.95**

**787647X** RICK AND MORTY, VOL. 1: The Space Shake Saga. By Alex Firer, Rick, Morty, and all realities face the oppressive power of mathematics; and Rick may never get that ideal milkshake. Can love withstand family obligation, and who is that skeevy looking tech bro trying to be Rick’s best friend? 147 pages. Oni Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**$19.95**

**Torchwood: World Without End.** By John & Carole Barrowman. Torchwood: outside the government, beyond the police. Tracking down alien life on Earth, arming the human race against the future. Gwen, acting head of Torchwood Cardiff, is hoping for a quieter life, but her plans are disrupted by the reappearance of Captain Jack Harkness. Collects Torchwood: World Without End #1–4.


**$9.95**

**7915780** BATMAN IN THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD, VOLUME ONE: The Bronze Age. By Bob Haney et al. Features the groundbreaking stories of the late 1960s, and the height of Batmania, where some of Batman’s greatest team-ups were with legendary comic characters like Aquaman, Black Canary, Deadman, the Flash, Plastic Man, Green Arrow, the Teen Titans and others. Collects The Brave and the Bold #74–91. 451 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99

**$11.95**

**7929870** WORLD OF WARCRAFT: Dark Riders. By Mike Costa. The Dark Riders rank among Azeroth’s most chilling legends. These cloaked figures are said to terrorize the ghoul forests of Duskwood, driven by an unholy force to seek out powerful artifacts. A group of Alliance champions will unravel these mysteries and more. Blizzard. Pub. at $14.95

**$9.95**

**7919131** Buffy the VAMPIRE SLAYER, VOLUME EIGHT: A Rainbow upon Her Head. By J. Lambert & M. Andiolto. The Slayers continue to struggle with their new reality while Anya and a new villain, recently arrive in Sunnydale, vie for control of the Watcher’s Council! The true nature of a plan is revealed and Scoobies and Slayers alike must band together to stop them. Collects Buffy Slayer #27–28; and Buffy the Vampire Slayer: Tea Time #1. Boom! Studios. 6¾x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**$9.95**

**7848099** RICK AND MORTY, BOOK SEVEN. By Kyle Stark. This deluxe hardcover edition is a must have for every fan of Rick and Morty’s madness. Collects Rick and Morty #46-50; Rick and Morty Presents: Jerry #1; and Rick and Morty Presents: Unity #1. 271 pages. Oni Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**$22.99**

**7835876** ROBERT KIRKMAN’S SECRET HISTORY OF COMICS. Widescreen. Robert Kirkman takes a deeper look into the stories, people and events that have transformed the world of comic books. Features interviews with icons such as Stan Lee, Patty Jenkins, J.K. Simmons, Kevin Smith, and more. Collects all six episodes. Not Rated. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. AMC. Blu-ray

**$14.95**

**7923104** SPIDER-MAN: A History & Celebration of the Web-Slinger, Decade by Decade. By Peter A. David et al. A collection featuring: reproductions of comic frames from the 1960s through 2020s; behind-the-scenes stories; people and events that have transformed the world of comic books. Features interviews with icons such as Stan Lee, Patty Jenkins, J.K. Simmons, Kevin Smith, and more. Collects all six episodes. Not Rated. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. AMC. Blu-ray

**$14.95**


**$14.95**

**7800827** DIRTY PICTURES. By Brian Doherty. The essential exploration of a truly American art form that recontextualized the way people thought about war, race, sex, and expression. 439 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $30.00

**$7.95**
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★ 7984934 EERIE ARCHIVES, VOLUME TWO. By Archie Goodwin et al. Legendary horror stories come shuffling back from the grave with this classic comic collection, featuring incredible tales of terror by Wallace Wood, Steve Ditko, Gene Colan, Angelo Torres, and a cast of other creepy collaborators. Collects issues #6-10, plus a rare 1985 interview with Frank Frazetta. 266 pages. Dark Horse. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

★ 7787120 BEFORE WATCHMEN: Comedian/Rorschach. By Brian Azzarello. Edward Blake’s moral code, much like his sense of humor, is darkly ambiguous. There’s no doubt he’s the man for the job if it’s a dirty one. The Comedian enters the theater of war to have the last laugh. Walter Kovacs had an innate sense of right and wrong. He became the Rorschach. Collects Before Watchmen: Comedian/Rorschach.

★ 7895082 MORBIUS EPIC COLLECTION, VOLUME 1: The Living Vampire. By Steve Gerber et al. These are stories that will take you to a darker side of Marvel, a world of horror and the supernatural that overtook the industry in the 1970s and defined comics for a generation. Collects Amazing Spider-Man #101-102; Marvel Team-Up #3-4; Giant-Sized Super-Heroes #1; Fear #20-26 and material from Vampire Tales #1-8 and Giant-Sized Werewolf by Night #4 Some in B&W.

★ 7939193 MARVEL ENCYCLOPEDIA. By Adam Bray et al. This updated and expanded edition of the bestselling guide details more than 1,200 of Marvel Comics’ timeless characters, from Abomination to Zzzax. Prominently features the latest crossover events, including Civil War II and Secret Empire. 448 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9¼x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $35.00. $29.95

★ 7975062 THE DC COMICS ENCYCLOPEDIA: The Definitive Guide to the Characters of the DC Universe. Text by Alan Cowell et al. Packed with fascinating facts and dynamic comic art, this unique encyclopedia profiles more than 1,000 DC Comics characters. This volume, one of five, covers first appearances 1940-1989. Collects Action Comics #1, Flash #1, Superman #1, Batman #1, Green Lantern #1 and the first appearance of the Green Arrow. 402 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95


★ 7831951 CONFESSIONS, ROMANCES, SECRETS, AND TEMPTATIONS. By John Benson. Offers a revealing look at the informal way the comics business was conducted in the 1940s and 50s, and provides a portrait of one of the most unusual publishers of his era, Archer St. John. Well illus. 112 pages. Fantagraphics. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $5.95


★ 7994672 Batman: The Definitive History of the Dark Knight in Comics, Film, and Beyond. By A. Farago & G. McNulty. This deluxe volume tells the complete story of Batman and the many forms he’s taken throughout the years across comic books, television, animation, film, video games, and beyond. Filled with exclusive insert items that further deepen the reading experience, this stunning collector’s edition is the ultimate look back whose impact on popular culture has no limits.

★ 7993979 ROBERT KIRKMAN’S SECRET HISTORY OF COMICS. Widescreen. Robert Kirkman takes a deeper look into the stories, people and events that have transformed the world of comic books. Features interviews with icons such as Stan Lee, Patti Jenks, J.K. Simmons, Kevin Smith and more. Collects all six episodes. Not Rated. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. AMC. Pub. at $34.97. $5.95

★ 7985504 THE BITTER END AND OTHER STORIES. By Otto Binder et al. This volume features 22 Reed Crandall favorites from the pages of Tales From the Crypt; Vault of Horror; Haunt of Fear; Crime SuspenStories; Shock SuspenStories; Weird Science-Fantasy; Extra; and Impact, including “Dog Food,” “The Knows,” “The Bitter End,” “Swamped,” and more. In B&W. 220 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $35.00. $26.95

★ 7932928 ALL OF THE MARVELS: A Journey to the Ends of the Biggest Story Ever Told. By Douglas Wolk. The first-ever full reckoning with Marvel Comics’ interconnected half-million page storyline, a revelatory guide to the “epic of epics” and to the past sixty years of American culture—from a beloved authority on the subject who read all 27,000 plus Marvel superhero comics and lived to tell the tale. Photos. 367 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. $12.95


★ 7937939 ARMS & ARMOR: The Mightiest Weapons and Technology in the Marvel Universe. Ed. by David Fantomah. The Marvel Universe has spawned some of the most iconic objects ever created. From Captain America’s shield to Elektra’s sai, many have stories just as compelling as the heroes and villains who wield them. A few have destroyed worlds, or sent empires crashing into dust. This is their story. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9¼x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $35.00. $26.95

★ 78300X ASTERIX, VOLUME NINE. By Albert Uderzo. Travel back to 30 BC for the original Buddy Comedy and enjoy these classic comic tales. Collects Asterix and the Great Divide; Asterix and the Black Gold; and Asterix and Son. 152 pages. Papercutz. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ 7962289 ASTRO BOY OMNIBUS, VOLUME 2. By Osamu Tezuka. With powers beyond imagination, Astro Boy must save Earth from a voracious Martian conquer and the Flash, upstart superheroes who wield the m. A few have destroyed worlds, or sent empires crashing into dust. This is their story. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

★ 7962366 ASTRO BOY OMNIBUS, VOLUME 3. By Osamu Tezuka. Stranded in the 20th century, Astro Boy must save Earth from a voracious Martian conquer and it’s history, from inception to the present day. Fans were introduced to visionary talent like Alan Moore, Neil Gaiman and Mark Millar, and legendary characters that included Rogue, Thor, Halo Jones, and Judge Dredd. Not Rated. 100 issues. 472 pages. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

DVO 4997646 FUTURE SHOCK! The Story of 2000 AD. Widescreen. Documentary covering the highs and lows of indie upstart 2000AD and it’s history, from inception to the present day. Fans were introduced to visionary talent like Alan Moore, Neil Gaiman and Mark Millar, and legendary characters that included Rogue, Thor, Halo Jones, and Judge Dredd. Not Rated. 100 issues. 472 pages. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95
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$14.95

7963289 SUPERHEROES: Orphans and Origins. By Lemm Sissay et al. Surveying 125 years of creative practice and an international cast of characters, this volume offers a richly illustrated exploration of orphans, foundlings, adoptees and foster children in sequential art—from the care-experience depicted in early comic strips like Little Orphan Annie to the superhero narratives of Superman and Batman. 144 pages. Unicorn. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

$6.95

7871058 TALES FROM THE CRYPT, VOLUME 1: The EC Archives. By Al Feldstein et al. These comics were originally published—on cheap newsprint paper and in limited color—as ten-cent comic books from about 1950-1955. This edition, comprising issues #20-22 of Tales from the Crypt, and issues #17-19 of The Crypt of Terror, presents the original EC stories in lettered color. 216 pages. Dark Horse. 8/4x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95


$14.95

7962754 BEYOND WATCHMEN & JUDGE DREDD: The Art of John Higgins. Collected together for the first time, this is the best of Higgins’s breathtaking work. Alongside never before seen preliminary drawings of now iconic characters, this volume includes insights into the career of the comic book artist. Fully illus. in most. color. 276 pages. Dark Horse. 8/4x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00

$26.95

7705387 WALT DISNEY'S UNCLE SCROOGE: The Golden Nugget Boat. By Carl Barks. Uncle Scrooge laughed when the woman in the crazy hat offered a dollar for one of his dimes. But the dime he accidentally sold her was worth a lot more. Contains: Uncle Scrooge #1, and Scrooge's meeting with the goddess Don Rosa’s “The Richest Duck in the World,” which features Donald’s first visit to the fabled Money Bin; and there’s a crash course with Launchpad McQuack in “New Year’s Daze.” An unforgettable batch of birthday stories and winter adventures is here! Fully illus. in color. 280 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $35.00

$26.95

4985419 THE WORLD'S WEIRDEST EERIE PUBLICATIONS: Comic Gore That Warped Millions of Young Minds! By Mike Howlett. Meet Myon Fass, the gun-toting publisher who ruled the dark underbelly of knockoff exploitation magazines and the comics world with gleeful tyranny. Meet his editor, Carl Burgos, a comic book legend who had an axe to grind against the_money_industry. Features all the superstars and unknown artists of 1950s horror comics. Adults only. Some in B&W. 310 pages. Feral House. 8/4x11/4. Pub. at $32.95

$24.95

7871082 TWO-FISTED TALES, VOLUME 1: The EC Archives. By Harvey Kurtzman et al. Collects issues #18-23, with the original stories presented in digitally remastered color. You’ll find 24 thrilling tales of 1950s horror, humanity, all published between 1950 and 1951. 216 pages. Dark Horse. 8/4x11/4. Pub. at $49.99

$37.95


$17.95


$11.95
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**7934343 TERRY AND THE PIRATES 1940, VOLUME SIX: The Time of Cholera.** By Milton Caniff. This tabloid-sized Volume 6 containing the 1940attles and Sundays is an unparalleled upgrade that no Terry fan can afford to pass up. Color and B&W. 162 pages. Clover Press. 11¼x14¼. Pub. at $100.00 $78.95

**7842155 VOICES FROM KRYPTON: The Complete, Unauthorized Oral History of Superman.** By Edward Gross. The most comprehensive work on Superman to date, covering his comic debut, but also his radio, movie serial, animation, live action, and even the stage, and concluding with his role in the 21st Century zeitgeist. Told through the words of 250 people intertwined with the Superman legacy, guests, actors, and filmmakers. 706 pages. FT Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $27.95

**7734166 MS. TREE: Deadline.** By Max Allan Collins. Join Michael Tree, the 6 foot, 9mm carrying private detective on her thrilling adventures. No case is too small, no violence too extreme, just as long as it gets the job done. Featuring the stories: Deadline; Skin Deep; Runaway; Runaway II; and Death, and Diamonds. Many in B&W. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

**7945094 DAUNTLESS DAMES: High-Heeled Heroes of the Comic Strips.** Ed. by T. Robbins & P. Maarcs. From the late 1930s to the early 1950s, female stars of newspaper comic strips were detectives, spies, soldiers of fortune, even superheroes. Follow the adventurous exploits of these smart, tough, independent and sexy Dauntless Dames. 160 pages. Fantagraphics. 13x16½. Pub. at $100.00 $79.95

**BRITISH AFFAIR: THE BEST OF CLASSIC ROMANCE COMICS.** By J. Butterworth & P. Douglas. Charts the staphoteric rise of romance comics in post-war Britain with a selection of the greatest romance comics ever printed in the UK. Featuring an eclectic mix of artists from Spain, Italy, and the UK, this collection features the sensual art and emotional writing which delighted generations of comics readers. In B&W. 224 pages. Rebellion. 8½x11½. Pub. at $35.00 $41.95

**1965107 AQUAMAN: The Atlantis Chronicles.** By Peter David. When the continent of Atlantis was struck by a meteorite, the surviving cities of Poseidonism and Tritonism used an unusual combination of science and magic to protect the people. While King Orin had faith in the science, his brother King Shalako instead worshiped Dark Powers, setting up an epic conflict. Collects The Whole Earth #1-6. 342 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99 $11.95

**774298X SUPER POWERS.** By Jack Kirby et al. Jack Kirby reinvented the superhero genre with this sprawling saga of the Fourth World—a bold storytelling vision that was decades ahead of its time. Revisit this bygone era and thrill to the imaginative power of one of the medium’s greatest masters with Super Powers #1-5 (1984) and Super Powers #1-6 (1985-86). 271 pages, DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $14.95

**782478X SUPERGIRL, VOLUME ONE: THE SILVER AGE.** By J. Siegel & D. Binder. For years, Superman believed himself to be the only survivor of his planet’s destruction. But when a spacecraft crashes on Earth with a young girl inside, everything changes. Meet Supergirl in this collection of classic Silver Age stories, collecting material from Action Comics #252-284. 381 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**1973967 CAPTAIN AMERICA.** By Hal Foster et al. As the contents reveal, the transformations of this American icon thus mark parallel transformations in the nation itself. Collects: Captain America Comics #1 (1941); the Captain America stories from Tales of suspense #59, #65-67, #70, #72-95, #96-100 (1964-1969); “Captain America—Commeoie Smasher” from Captain America #78 (1954) 360 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**6887821 PRINCE VALIANT, VOLUME 1, 1937-1942.** By Hal Foster. Hal Foster’s Prince Valiant is, without a doubt, the most magnificent achievement in the history of comics ever and Fantagraphics’ reprinting is the loveliest treatment of the strip yet. This package includes the first three volumes of the series, collecting the first six years of Foster’s run, from 1937-1942. 10 volumes. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $99.99 $74.95

**7718551 PRINCE VALIANT, VOLUME 25, 1985-1986.** By Hal Foster. In Lappland, Val and Arn become involved in a struggle for succession between twin brothers. Arn consults a mystical hermit about whether his destiny is fate or free will. The hermit interwined with Mavee, the daughter of an archenemy. Arthur’s forces come together at High Round Table. Fantagraphics. 10x14½. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

8x¼x11. Paperbound.

**8771430 COMIC BOOK CRIME: Truth, Justice, and the American Way.** By N.D. Phillips & S. Stray. Superman, Batman, Daredevil, and Wonder Woman are iconic cultural figures that embody values of order, fairness, justice, and retribution. This work digs deep into these and other characters, providing an understanding of crime and justice in contemporary American comic books. In B&W, where evil is easily identified and thwarted by powers far greater than mere mortals could possess. Illus. 289 pages. NYUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95


**1965204 THE DC UNIVERSE BY LEN WEIN.** Marvin Wolfman et al. Encompassing 30 years of remarkable storytelling, Collects Teen Titans Volume 1; The Phantom Stranger 320-24; Justice League of America #100-102; Action Comics #419-432; DC Comics Presents #27-28; JLA 80-Page Giant #2; DC Relativity; Green Lantern-The 300s; Superman Thing Winter Special #1. 375 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95

**5000000 INSOMNIA.** By Howad Larsen! Collects: *The Littlest Munsters: Super Heroes*. By Paul Levitz. Batman, Superman and Wonder Woman! Three incredible volumes detailing the classic comic books we all used to love. Chock full of classic images and text, these are your definitive guides to the most popular Super Heroes of all time! 576 pages in three volumes, slipcased. Fully illus. with color photos, Tascchen. Pub. at $34.99 $16.95

**1974149 THE VAULT OF HORROR, VOLUME 2: THE EC ARCHIVES.** By Johnny Craig et al. Stories gorgeous new digital colorization using Marie Severin’s original palette as a guide! Including stories drawn by artists such as Johnny Craig, Jack Davis, Jack Kamen, Graham Ingels, and Crockett Langston! The Vault of Horror #18-23. 211 pages. Dark Horse. 8¼x11. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**8766224 THE ART OF HARLEY QUINN.** By Andrew Farago. Provides the complete history of Harley Quinn comic art, detailing the creation and evolution of the character’s design. Includes interviews with the writers and artists who have brought the character to life. This volume is packed with the most iconic covers and panels in Harvey’s history. 184 pages. Insight Editions. 11¼x14¼. Pub. at $41.95 $34.99

Sold out.
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7801483 DC COMICS YEAR BY YEAR: A Visual Chronicle. By Alan Cowsill et al. Explore the evolution of DC Comics from Superman first taking to the skies in 1938 to the rebirth of the DC multiverse and the final countdown of the Doomsday Clock. Comics, characters and storylines are presented alongside background information and real world events to give readers unique insights into the DC Universe. Slipcased. 376 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10¼x12½. Pub. at $50.00

$21.95


$29.95

Cartoon Strips & Animation


$5.95


$9.95


$14.95

7937979 TOM THE DANCING BUG AWAKENS, VOLUME 6. By Ruben Bolling. Presents all of cartoonist Bolling’s acclaimed weekly comic strip from 2012-2015. This volume includes some of the comic’s most lauded installments, including political cartoons about the latter Obama term, the beginnings of the Trump phenomenon, and more. Clover Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

$17.95

1026976 POGO, VOLUME 7: Pockets Full of Pie. By Walt Kelly. The years 1961-1962, a time of guarded optimism in America, were clearly guarded in Kelly’s newspaper strip. You’ll see that in this collection, which reprints all the strips, dailies and Sundays, as well as the B&W. & S. 346 pages. Fantagraphics. 11¼x9½. Pub. at $45.00

$34.95


$14.95


$4.95

7953542 STINKY EYE: A Baby Blues Collection, No. 38. By R. Kirkman & J. Scott. In the newest Baby Blues scrapbook, Kirkman and Scott have returned with another year’s worth of comics and commentary chronicling the family’s foibles of the MacPhersons and the triumphant antics of Zoe, some in color. 205 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10¼x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

$4.95

7757344 ALL’S FAIR IN LOVE & WAR: The Ultimate Cartoon Book. Ed. by Bob Eckstein. For hopeless romantics and cynical heart-breakers alike. Find wit and wisdom on love in all its varieties, from a first date to a third divorce. This curated collection features work by the best and brightest New Yorker cartoonists. Fully illus. 145 pages. Portfolio. Architectural. Pub. at $21.95

$6.55

7866098 WALT DISNEY’S NINE OLD MEN: Masters of Animation, Text by Charles Solomon. After roughly 40 years of mentorship, the Nine Old Men were all named Disney Legends in 1989 in recognition of their lasting contributions, not only to The Walt Disney Studios, but to animation as a whole. This stunning volume offers a deep dive into their esteemed work and life stories—and a rich offering of the legacy they helped shape. Fully illus., some in color. 160 pages. Weldon Owen. 12¼x9¾. Pub. at $50.00

$34.95


$14.95


$4.95

7948379 THE LIFE AND TIMES OF BETTY BOOP: The 100-Year History of an Animated Icon. By Peter T. Biskup. A lively account of the first female, fully human cartoon character, beginning with her creation by the young artists of Fleischer Studios. Traces Betty’s remarkable evolution and dives into the lawsuit that entertained Helen Kane and the case against the Fleischers: allegedly appropriating her image. Illus. 217 pages. Applause. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95


$9.95
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crew ride out to the crew ride out to the
Wild West on a rip roaring gold hunting expedition. Slipcased. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Fantagraphics. 9½x11½. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

791106 THE MANY LIVES OF PUSHEEN THE CAT. By Claire Belton. Enter the adorable world(s) of Pusheen! More than just your average tabby cat, Pusheen can be found in many different dimensions, from a beautiful mermaidmaid at the bottom of the sea to a pastel alien visiting from a faraway planet! Most often though, you’ll simply find her by her food bowl. 177 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

7986203 ARCHIE: Colossal Digest Pack. By Francis Bonet et al. At over 750 pages of content, ‘tis the season for the antics and adventures only the lovable Archie Andrews and his friends can provide. Archie Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

7953437 EVOLUTION IS HARD WORK! The Twenty-Fifth Sherman’s Lagoon Collection. By Jim Toomey. Things move fast underwater, and its hard to stay up to date with the latest social media trends. Take a deep dive into this new collection of comics. What’s at the bottom of the ocean may surprise you! Fully illus. in some color. 127 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

7941625 JUGHEAD’S TIME POLICE, VOL. 1. By Sina Grace. When Jughead messes up his Riverdale Annual Bake-Off pie recipe so terribly, he is disqualified and banned from all future Bake-Offs! Jug goes to an unthinkable length to fix his mistake: time travel! Archie Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

7953453 HAPPY AS A CLAM: The Twenty-First Sherman’s Lagoon Collection. By Jim Toomey. For humans, the quest for happiness is a never-ending search for the new and different. We are social animals. We need interaction. We need to love and laugh and be happy. But most of all we need cartoon books. You need this comic book. Fully illus. some in color. 128 pages.


7940365 HOW I BROKE UP WITH MY COLON. By Nick Seluk. Mysterious illnesses. Frequent X-rays revealing something weird that got stuck in your foot. These strange but true stories are among the 24 medical tales retold in hilarious fashion. An educational and highly entertaining tour through the bizarre workings of the human body. Fully illus. in color. 182 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

7990057 A WEALTH OF PIGEONS. By S. Martin and H. Bliss. Partnering with cartoonist Harry Bliss, Steve Martin shared caption and cartoonry with his unique and impeccable artwork, and together they created this collection of humorous cartoons and comic strips with amusing commentary about their collaboration. In B&W. Celadon. Pub. at $28.00 $17.95

7808641 THE ART OF RUBE GOLDBERG. Selected by Jennifer George. Goldberg (1883-1970) was the most famous cartoonist of his time, best known for his comical inventions. Here, George celebrates all aspects of her grandfather’s life, from his very first published drawings in his high school newspaper, his inventions, comic strips, and advertising work, to his Pulitzer Prize-winning political cartoons and later sculptures. 193 pages. Abrams. 14¼x10½. Pub. at $60.00 $19.95

7896298 GARFIELD FULLY CAFFEINATED. By Jim Davis. Garfield was born to be wired! Coffee and lots of it, is the only way to kick-start his day. Garfield lovers will get a jolt of joy from this collection of comics guaranteed to boost your spirits! 96 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

7886534 GARFIELD HOME COOKIN’. By Jim Davis. Someone’s always cooking up fun and often trouble in the Arbuckle home. Whether it’s one of Jon’s half baked ideas or Phineas, and Fat Freddy chuck it all and set out to the Wild West on a rip roaring gold hunting expedition. Slipcased. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Fantagraphics. 9½x11½. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95
Fantagraphics. Pub. at $35.00

**7987587** THE OFFICIAL PEANUTS COOKBOOK COLLECTION. Ed. by L. Atwood & J. Hughes. Dive into this collection and whip up French Foreign Legion Toast, Cormac and Cheese, or Camp Kamp Chili Chow, Easter Egg Lollipops, and Snoopy’s Gingerbread Doghouse. Find packable snacks, sandwiches, treats, and more. Slipcased. 372 pages. Fantagraphics. 11¼x9¼. In color, Weldon Owen. Pub. at $45.00. $19.95


**793730X** WALT DISNEY’S DONALD DUCK: “Maharajah Donald.” By Carl Barks. Through a series of trades, the nephews turn Donald’s old pencil stub into—a steamship ticket to India! Carl Barks delivers another wildly imaginative collection of improbable hijinks, clever comedy, and all-around cartooning brilliance. Collects volume four of The Complete Carl Barks Disney Library. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $35.00. $26.95

**1026986** POGO, VOLUME 1: Through the Wild Blue Wonder. By Walt Kelly. From 1948 well into 1973, Walt Kelly’s Pogo was one of the brightest spots on any newspaper comics page fortunate enough to have it: bright in terms of its characters (colorful even in the black and white daily) and bright in the sense of being witty and smart. Gathered here are 1949-1950. Fully illus., some color. 290 pages. Fantagraphics. 11¼x9¼. Pub. at $45.00. $34.95

**7988192** WALT DISNEY’S SILENT SYMPHONIES 1935-1939. Ed. by David Gerstein. This volume showcases Donald Duck’s extended run as star of the strip: from his pranks on Goofy to the unforgettable debut of his naughty nephews, Huey, Dewey, and Louie. safari adventures, the weird, the wild. Donald Duck, 1935-1939. Fully illus. 226 pages. Mariner. Pub. at $32.50. $29.95

**7832990** FUNNYMAN. By T. Andrae & M. Gordon. Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster created two superheroes. One is Superman. The other is Funnyman. In this volume, Funnyman details his amazing back story. Features reproductions from Funnyman’s rare comic books, Sunday funnies, and daily strips. 183 pages. Feral House. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95

**7957629** EPIC BIG NATE. By Lincoln Peirce. This jam-packed volume assembles cartoon strips and memorabilia over 25 years of laughs. Includes a Q&A with Diary of a Wimpy Kid author Jeff Kinney, exploring how novels and cartoons made Big Nate a success; and Peirce’s own anecdotes, taking readers behind the scenes of the comic’s creation. Slipcased. Fully illus. in color. 424 pages. Andrews McMeel. 11¼x10¼. Pub. at $50.00. $14.95

**1042483** POGO—BONA FIDE BALDERDASH, VOLUME 2: The Complete Syndicated Comic Strips. By Walt Kelly. This volume features two full years’ worth of memorable Pogo strips, including daily and for-the-first time in 60 years in their original, spectacular color) Sundays, plus informative story notes by historian R.C. Harvey. Fully illus. 338 pages. Fantagraphics. 11¾x9¾. Pub. at $39.99. $32.95

**1026992** POGO, VOLUME 3: Evidence to the Contrary. By Walt Kelly. Features two years’ worth of lovingly restored Pogo strips, including dailies and—for the first time in 60 years in their original color versions—the Sunday. Sundays for 1935 and 1936. Includes annotations from historian R.C. Harvey, a selection of noteworthy quotes, and a foreword by editorial cartoonist Mike Peters. 356 pages. Fantagraphics. 11x9¾. Pub. at $45.00. $34.95

**390624** THE NEW YORKER ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CARTOONS. Ed. by Bob Mankoff. An A to Z collection of the magazine’s cartoons from the 1920s to the present with over 3,000 cartoons organized into more than 300 categories of recurring New Yorker themes, with insightful commentary that puts the categories in a historical context. 1,516 pages in two volumes, slipcased. Fully illus. Black Dog & Leventhal. pub. at $100.00. $34.95

**7989981** TOM THE DANCING BUG, VOLUME 5: Eat the Poor. By Ruben Bolling. Covers the years of Obama’s election and The Great Recession, with a particular focus on Lucky Ducky, “The Poor Little Duck Who’s Rich in Luck.” But the topics also range far from the political and tropical, into waffle irons, drunk shirtless guys, particle accelerators. Contains so many laughs it will make your sides hurt. Fully illus., some in color. 205 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10¼x7¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $17.95

**7753936** BINGEWORTHY: A Zits Treasury. By J. Scott & J. Borgman. This fantastic treasury presents the timeless teenage antics of Jeremy and friends and the trials of his Baby Boomer parents. Filled with lessons about growing up and growing older, this work contains so many laughs it will make your sides hurt. Fully illus., some in color. 205 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10¼x7¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $16.95


**7823398** LOVE & VERMIN: A Collection of Cartoons by The New Yorker’s. By Will McPhail. New cartoons mix with old favorites: mischievous mice and opportunistic pigeons offer political commentary. McPhail’s cracking curiosity, while Lady No-Kid’s adventures continue with high-flying glee. Everything from universal topical comics to universal topical comics to universal topical comics to universal topical comics. Fully illus. 218 pages. Fantagraphics. 10¼x7½. Pub. at $32.50. $9.95

**7807147** KRAZY & IGNATZ 1925-1927: The George Herriman Library. Showcases one of the most celebrated comic strips in the art form’s history as it strides boldly through the mid-1920s. Ignatz repeatedly sets off elaborate traps for Krazy, adventures on the “enchanted mesa,” wacky weather, literal cliffhangers—and what happens when Santa and the stork arrive at the same chimney at the same moment? Fully illus. 192 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $39.99. $34.95

**7832788** THE BLOOM COUNTY LIBRARY 1982-1984, VOL. TWO. By Berkeley Breathed. The Chronological saga of the quirky denizens of Bloom County, a quaint hamlet inhabited by a host of endearing oddballs, including Jimbo, Bloon, Binkey, Cutter John, Steve Dallas, Opus the Penguin, and a crazed cat named Bill. Presenting more than 600 sequential comic strips. Fully illus., some in color. 296 pages. IDW Publishing. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99. $26.95

See more titles at erhb.com/927
**8031711 THE COMPLETE DICK TRACY, VOLUME FOUR, 1936-1938.** By Chester Gould. This fourth volume includes over 600 classic, groundbreaking comic strips from July 13th, 1936 to January 22nd, 1938. The intrepid detective and his friends tackle invisible enemies when they square off against the notorious Purple Cross Gang and their masked leader. B&W. 261 pages. Closer Press. 11⅛x8¾. Pub. at $59.99 $44.95


**7791135 MUTTS HOT DOGS, HOT CATS.** By Patrick McDonnell. Enjoy a giggle and a laugh with a year’s worth of Mutts comics featuring Earl the dog, Mootch the cat, and an assembly of feathered, furry, and four-legged friends. Fully illus., some in color 208 pages. Andrews McMeel. 11x8⅛. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

**7834784 YOU HAVE THOSE WILD EYES AGAIN, MOOCH: A New Mutts Treasury.** By Patrick McDonnell. It’s that time of year again when Mootch gets those wild eyes and anything can happen. In this newest collection of Mutts comics, Earl and Mootch go to the beach for summer vacation, welcome a new and old friends, and show us the rewards of loving an animal. Fully illus., some in color 197 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10⅞x8⅛. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**7953364 #LOVENUTS: A Mutts Treasury.** By Patrick McDonnell. McDonnell strikes a delicate balance between lighthearted fun and responsible social commentary through the exploits of Earl the dog and Mootch the cat in his wonderful collection of comic strips. They humorously approach a range of subjects—from napping and daydreaming to important animal causes. Fully illus. some in color 208 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10⅞x8⅛. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 7953585 YEAR OF YESH: A Mutts Treasury.** By Patrick McDonnell. This year, just say yesh. Yesh to the moment, yesh to belly rubs and afternoon naps. Yesh to walks in the sun, spring rain, autumn winds, and winter snow. Yesh to friendship and gratitude, simplicity and fun, yesh to shelter adoptions and humane choices. And yesh to this compendium of Mutts wit and wisdom! Fully illus. some in color 207 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10⅞x8⅛. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

---

**B031703 THE COMPLETE DICK TRACY, VOLUME THREE, 1935-1936.** By Chester Gould. Includes nearly 600 strips, from May 31st, 1935 to July 12th, 1936. Among these strips are the first appearances of characters such as Mary Steele, Chief Yellowpow, Athel, July, and a host of others. B&W. 290 pages. Closer Press. 11⅛x8¾. Pub. at $59.99 $44.95

**7670884 PEANUTS EVERY SUNDAY 1960-2000.** By Charles M. Schulz. Presents Schuls’s intimate, imaginative comic strip coming to a close. Charlie Brown and Sally, Linus and Lucy, Snoopy and Woodstock, Patty and Marcia, and even Rerun are here to say goodbye. Featured in this volume is Schulz’s heartfelt farewell letter to his fans. Fully illus., in color. 218 pages. Fantagraphics. 13x9⅜. Pub. at $49.99 $37.95

**9951721 Peanuts Game Day.** By Charles M. Schulz. Join the hilarious antics of Charlie Brown and the gang on the playing field as they try their hand in football, basketball, golf, ice skating, hockey and tennis. Sports has never been more fun and zany! 808 pages in four volumes, slipcased. Fully illus. Fantagraphics. 7⅛x10. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

**7830878 PEANUTS BY THE DECADE: The Complete Daily Strips from the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s.** By Charles M. Schulz. Contains all of the great comic strips from the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s. Always fun to read for any Peanuts fan, 1,550 pages in three volumes. Slipcased (slipcases are in damaged condition). SHOPWORN. Andrews McMeel. 9x12⅝. Pub. at $90.00 $29.95

**7830886 MUTTS: Winter Dog.** By Patrick McDonnell. Enjoy a giggle and a laugh with a year’s worth of Mutts comics featuring Earl the dog, Mootch the cat, and an assembly of feathered, furry, and four-legged friends. Fully illus., some in color 208 pages. Andrews McMeel. 11x8⅛. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

**7831074 PEANUTS: Game Day.** By Charles M. Schulz. Contains all of the great comic strips from the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s. Always fun to read for any Peanuts fan, 1,550 pages in three volumes. Slipcased (slipcases are in damaged condition). SHOPWORN. Andrews McMeel. 9x12⅝. Pub. at $90.00 $29.95

**8030728 PEANUTS. 1965-1966.** By Charles M. Schulz. In this collection Peppermint Patty and Markie go to the movies, Snoopy and Woodstock go ballooning, and Charlie Brown and Sally bravely ride the school bus for the first time. B&W. 313 pages. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

---
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**7742215 THE ARCHIE ENCYCLOPEDIA.** By Jamie Lee Rotante et al. This Encyclopedia of Archie Comics characters and universe is the be-all, end-all guide to everything in the expanding and ever-growing world of Archie Comics. An ideal collector’s item for mega-fans as well as the perfect jumping-on point for any fans that are new to Archie Comics, get set on an expansive tour of Riverdale and beyond. Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. IDW Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**7837334 THE BLOOM COUNTY LIBRARY, VOL. 3, 1984-1986.** By Berkeley Breathed. Presenting more than 600 sequential comic strips, some that have never before been collected, and picking up exactly where Volume Two left off. With copious and often hysterical commentary provided by Breathed as he dons his not so rose colored glasses and takes a walk, once again, through Bloom County. Fully illus., some in color. 263 pages. IDW Publishing. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99

$26.95

**7737939 THE BLOOM COUNTY LIBRARY, VOL. ONE.** By Berkeley Breathed. This volume begins the complete and definitive library, presenting more than 600 sequential comic strips from the very beginning, including exclusive and insightful commentary by Breathed himself. Introduces the beloved Opus the Penguin, as well as Bill the Cat, Cutter John, Michael Binkley, Milo Bloom, Steve Dallas, and others. 284 pages. IDW Publishing. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

$26.95

**7878592 THE RULING CLAWS: The Socialist Cartoons of Syd Hoff.** By Syd Hoff. After his pen, lampooning police brutality, thin-skinned industrialists, racists, and the looming threat of Fascism at home and abroad, B&W. 181 pages. NYRB. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

$17.95

**1038591 DBURY@50: The Complete Digital Doonesbury.** By G.B. Trudeau. The ultimate Doonesbury postage celebrating a half-century of G.B. Trudeau’s celebrated comic strip. This limited edition deluxe set includes: a sleek USB flash drive loaded with all the years of Doonesbury, a searchable calendar with character bios, a week by week description of the strip’s contents, a Dbury@50 User Manual, and more. In color and B&W. Andrews McMeel. 10x12. Spiralbound. Pub. at $125.00

$49.95

**7855138 THE ART OF WALT DISNEY: From Mickey Mouse to the Magic Kingdoms & Beyond.** By Christopher Finch. Tells the remarkable story of Walt Disney and the enduring legacy of the company he built, chronicling the history of The Walt Disney Company from 1923 through 2011. Fully illus. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.99

$39.95

**8780965 THE ART OF STAR WARS: Visions.** Text by Zack Davisson. An original series of animated shorts films, celebrates the Star Wars galaxy through the lens of the world’s best Japanese anime creators. Fans can enjoy the universe of Star Wars from a thrilling new point of view. Fully illus. most in color. 540 pages. Abrams. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $100.00

$86.95

**7870957 THE ART OF DUCKTALES.** By Phil Emig. Like Scrooge into the Money Bin, dive into this beautiful oversize coffee-table volume and read tales of the making of the series from developers Matt Youngberg, Frank Tieri, and others. Join in on the adventure with exclusive interviews with the cast, including David Tennant (Scrooge McDuck), Danny Pudi ( Huey), and more. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99

**PRICE CUT to $34.95**

**7855423 THE STORY OF SEX: A Graphic History Through the Ages.** By Philippe Béguin. Humans have had sex on the brain since pre-civilization, either for pleasure, power or procreation. The first graphic history of its kind, with hilarious comic, the author brilliantly and humorously uncovers the most fascinating details of our sexual ancestors and foretells a future of virtual gratification. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 193 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $27.99

$9.95

**7869347 ARCHIE GIANT COMICS CHARM.** By Ian Flynn et al. This collection features heartwarming and hilarious stories from the charming town of Riverdale! Experience the fun starring everyone’s favorite red-headed teen, along with Betty, Veronica, Jughead, Reggie, and all their friends and family in Riverdale! Fully illus. in color. 480 pages. Archie Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99

$7.95

**7839003 ARCHIE DECADES: The 1960s.** By Frank Doyle. Archie shined bright in the 1960s when his standalone title proved to be interesting, hilarious, and unforgettable—and the dates were always double-booked! Features some of the iconic stories that cemented his lasting imprint on the world. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Archie Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99

$8.95

**7877579 THE MAN FROM R.I.V.E.R.D.A.L.E.** By Frank Doyle. The villainous Mad Doctor Doom and his organization C.R.U.S.H. have targeted the world’s best Japanese anime creators. An ideal end-all guide to everything in the expanding and ever-growing world of Archie Comics. A collector’s item for mega-fans as well as the perfect underbelly of parenting, shining a comedic light on everything from dealing with picky eaters to too much screen time. Featuring both daily black and white and Sunday color strips, 206 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**775677X MULTITASKING: A Baby Blues Collection.** By Ian Flynn et al. This collection showcases the relatable antics of family life with nine year-old Zoe, seven year-old Hammie, and two year-old Wren in a unique comic strip experience that will appeal to parents (and grandparents) everywhere. Some in B&W. 205 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99

$4.95

**7953496 NO YELLING! A Baby Blues Collection, No. 39.** By R. Kirkman & J. Scott. For more than 25 years the MacPherson family has brought the joy, humor, and poignancy of raising three children to funny pages worldwide. This collection tells the story of Daryl and Wanda, parents to Zoe, Hammie and Wren, who deal with latting, teasing, and time-outs in poignant and relatable strips, both daily and Sunday edition. Fully illus. some in color. 205 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

**SOLD OUT**

**7953402 BINGE PARENTING, No.34: A Baby Blues Collection.** By R. Kirkman & J. Scott. For more than 25 years the MacPherson family has brought the joy, humor, and poignancy of raising three children to funny pages worldwide. This collection continues with another comic strip collection, brilliantly evoking the joy and the insanity of modern parenting. Daryl and Wanda, parents to Zoe, Hammie and Wren, who deal with latting, teasing, and time-outs in poignant and relatable strips, both daily and Sunday edition. Fully illus. some in color. 205 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

**SOLD OUT**

**7953445 GROSS! A Baby Blues Collection, No. 33.** By R. Kirkman & J. Scott. The sticky underbelly of parenting has never been more apparent or hilarious than in Baby Blues, the beloved comic strip classic of more than 25 years. From a malfunctioning diaper to the world’s best Japanese anime creators, to the equation of evolving the joy and the insanity of modern parenting. Andrews McMeel. 10x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

**SOLD OUT**

---
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**7790759** POPEYE, VOLUME 2: Wimpy & His Hamburgers. By Elzie Crisler Segar. In this volume the incorrigible J. Wellington Wimpy takes center stage. A notorious chiseler without a nickel to his name, Wimpy is forever scheming new ways to bamboozle the local diner out of his one true desire: a delectable hamburger. And the audacious chicenpie Wimpy employs in pursuit of every mouth-watering morsel are as notorious today as they were in the ’30s. Slipcased. Color. 100 pages. Fantagraphics. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $24.99  
**$17.95**

**7788134** LAUGH. By Frank Doyle et al. One of the original anthology showcases of the Riverside gang. Laugh Comics ran over 400 issues from 1946 all the way into the 1990s, and featured some of the best Archie stories ever told! This work presents stories from various eras of this title for a new generation to enjoy. 224 pages. Archie Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99  
**$8.95**

**7831417** THE BEST OF ARCHIE MUSICAL MADNESS. By Frank Doyle et al. Celebrates over seven decades of musical stories from The Archies’ first appearance in 1967 to today! The Archies are the hottest band of the last century, and now you’ve got an all-access look at what makes The Archies—as well as their friends—just so fun and appealing. Fully illustrated. In color. 256 pages. Archie Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99  
**$9.95**

**7806310** THE ARCHIES IN INDIA. By Bill Golliher et al. This special collection includes every story where the Archie gang, Jughead, and yes, even Reggie, have traveled to the great country of India. And what would any great trip be without plenty of romance, special cameo appearances, and tons of musical moments? Plus, a brand-new story introducing a new character, Prasad Arora! 144 pages. Archie Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  
**$9.95**

**1939572** FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE, Volume Six: The Complete Library, 1996-1999. By Lynn Johnston. This sixth volume in the definitive library includes more than 1,200 sequential daily and Sunday comics from September 1996 through the end of 1999—whit all of the beloved characters still in the mix. In B&W. 246 pages. IDW Publishing. 11½x8¼. Pub. at $49.99  
**SOLD OUT**

**$7.95**

**7829353** WALT DISNEY’S SILLY SYMPHONIES 1932-1935. By Earl Duvall et al. In all of Bucky’s adventures and the Symphonies Sunday sagas that followed, which also includes Donald Duck as the barnyard’s spookiest brat, and further tales of golden age Silly Symphony cartoon stars: egotistical Max Hare, slow-but-sure Toby Tortoise, and that awful bandit Dirty Bill. Fully illustrated, in color. 206 pages. Fantagraphics. 12½x9½. Pub. at $39.99  
**SOLD OUT**

**7933932** INFINITE DENDRORAMA OMNIBUS, VOLUME 1. By Sakon Kaidou. In the year 2045, the world’s first successful full-dive VRMMO, Infinite Dendrogram, is being born to this planet. In addition to perfectly simulating all five senses, the game lives up to its title by offering a world of infinite possibilities. B&W. 362 pages. J-Novel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99  
**$9.95**

**7933878** HOW NOT TO SUMMON A DEMON LORD, VOLUME 3. By Yuuki Murasaki. Light Novel. Diablo ends up rescuing a holy woman who was being pursued by a Paladin, and she turns out to be the most important person in the church. Befriending her, Diablo and the others act as her escorts until they reach Zircon Tower deep in the Demon Lord’s territory. Illus. 265 pages. J-Novel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  
**$5.95**

**7933888** HOW NOT TO SUMMON A DEMON LORD, VOLUME 4. By Yuuki Murasaki. Light Novel. Diablo is still up rescuing a woman who was being pursued by a Paladin, and she turns out to be the most important person in the church. Befriending her, Diablo and the others act as her escorts until they reach Zircon Tower deep in the Demon Lord’s territory. Illus. 266 pages. J-Novel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  
**$5.95**

**7933894** HOW NOT TO SUMMON A DEMON LORD, VOLUME 1. By Yuuki Murasaki. Light Novel. In the MMORPG Cross Reverie, Takuma is so powerful that he is lauded as the “Demon Lord” by other players. Though he may be the strongest Sorcerer there is, he has no idea how to talk with other people. It is here he makes his choice: to act based on her persona from the game! Illus. 274 pages. J-Novel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  
**$5.95**

**7952392** HOW NOT TO SUMMON A DEMON LORD, VOLUME 5. By Yuuki Murasaki. Light Novel. The High Priest Lumachina has been afflicted with a curse, and Diablo’s only way of saving her is by reclaiming an item he once obtained in the game Cross Reverie. His next challenge—a dungeon that has claimed the lives of many brave adventurers. In B&W. 246 pages. J-Novel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  
**$5.95**

**7999496** I’M NOT A SUCCUBUS! VOLUME 4. By Horitomo. Sakura, a human only pretending to be a succubus at her monster high school, finds herself in the center of sapphic attention! Hapty Hayate’s laying period is coming up, and she’s harboring the hope that her crush Sakura will help her with her passing egg. Adults only. B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99  
**$9.95**

**7991622** I’M NOT A SUCCUBUS! VOLUME 2. By Horitomo. The timi d but beautiful Sakura spends her school days pretending to be a succubus… and in fear that her monstrous classmates will discover her secret—that she’s a mere human! Adults only. B&W. Ghost Ship. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99  
**$9.95**

**7991630** I’M NOT A SUCCUBUS! VOLUME 3. By Horitomo. When Sakura helps a cyclops with depth perception challenges complete a race, and assists the harpies in cleaning the school’s roof, she begins to warm to ward her new classmates—and they start to heat up around her! Sakura. Adults only. B&W. Ghost Ship. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99  
**$9.95**

**7933924** IN ANOTHER WORLD WITH MY SMARTPHONE, VOLUME 2. By Patora Fuyuhara. Light Novel. Undeterred by his untimely death on Earth, 15 year old Mochizuki continues to meander around in another world! After a series of misadventures, the young man has assembled a motley crew of adventurers including the timid mage Inzinz, the feisty brawler Oni, the ever-hungry samurai Yae, and even the young archer Yumina, heir to the Belfast throne. Illus. 241 pages. J-Novel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  
**$5.95**

**7933940** INFINITE DENDRORAMA OMNIBUS, VOLUME 2. By Sakon Kaidou. Ray’s climb towards becoming a super paladin continues, but it isn’t an easy battle. Still at the bottom of planet, the cursed costume pieces, and a positively mad penguin are just some of the odds in his way and then there’s the dread specter of pulling gacha. B&W. 360 pages. J-Novel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  
**$5.95**


**7885652** LOVE IN HELL: The Complete Trilogy. By Peiji Suzumari. Senkawa Rintaro—a regular guy in his mid-twenties who got a bit tipsy one night and fell to his death. But that is just the beginning of Rintaro’s story as he finds himself unexpectedly in Hell where he meets this guide, the painfully sexy devil Koyori in this sexy fantasy manga. Adults only. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $20.99

**7991657** LOVE IS AN ILLUSION! VOLUME 1. By Fargo. Hye-sung spent his entire life believing he was an alpha, the jack of the genetic lottery. His world is flipped upside down when he learns that he’s not a dominating alpha, but a submissive omega instead! Adults only. B&W. 394 pages. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**7991665** LOVE IS AN ILLUSION! VOLUME 2. By Fargo. It might be said that omega Hye-sung has an attitude problem. His life as an alpha has been turned completely on its head thanks to meeting Chijin, except unfortunately for him, his life is about to get even more uncertain. Adults only. B&W. 456 pages. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**8014000** MAGICAL ANGEL CREAMY MAMI AND THE POPELLE PRINCESS, VOLUME 2. By Emi Tanaka. Top idol Ayase Megumi & her mother is spinning out of control. In an attempt to escape her own personal hell of small-time gigs, she teams spinning out of control. In an attempt to escape her own personal hell of small-time gigs, she teams with an old enemy: a paparazzo named Snake. Her own personal hell of small-time gigs, she teams with an old enemy: a paparazzo named Snake. Her personal life is about to get even more uncertain. Adults only. B&W. 154 pages. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99

**7933959** JK HARU IS A SEX WORKER IN ANOTHER WORLD. By Ko Hiritari. Light Novel. It started when my classmate, Chiba, tried to save me from a runaway truck and got us both killed instantly. Then we got transported to another world which I guess is like an otaku dream come true, or something? Chiba ends up with cheat abilities, and what do I get? Nothing! Lucky me, I get to be a sphere that’s dead. Adults only. 266 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**7883757** CONCRETE REVOLUTION! The Complete Saga. By Bones & S. Aikawa. In a strange, alternate version of Tokyo, superhumans walk the streets: aliens, mutants, paranormals, and other impossible creatures. Jiro Hihotoshi, a human agent in Tokyo’s Superhuman Bureau, has dedicated his life to upholding peace and order for all the city’s denizens—but Tokyo’s got its fair share of villains too. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**7991797** WELCOME TO SUCCEBUS HIGH! VOLUME 4. By Knuckle Curve. Summer’s over and the semester has begun at the all-succubus school where Inubou holds the position of goodwill ambassador. In the midst of their wacky, erotic everyday routine, his sister’s friend, Olome, suddenly confesses her love. Adults only. B&W. Ghost Ship. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99

**7991401** WELCOME TO SUCCEBUS HIGH! VOLUME 5. By Knuckle Curve. Inubou is still working hard as a Goodwill Ambassador at the all-girls’ succubus school. Now, to create strong bonds that transcend species, he’s here to choose a partner for their companionship. He also finds himself at a mixed guy-girl party put together by his younger sister, who hates succubi. Adults only. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99

**7851458** MOE USA, VOLUME ONE: Maid in Japan. By Atsumasa Okura. Meet Patty and Ruby, two all-American teenagers who love dressing up in their favorite manga characters. Their passion for cosplay takes them to Japan, where they plan to buy professionally made costumes—until they see the price tags. They take part time jobs at an Akihabara maid cafe! B&W. 150 pages. Manga University. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**7868596** DARK HUNGER. By Christine Feehan. Also includes the original novella that inspired the manga. Trapped and caged, Rioran’s honor is compromised by his captors, and not one of them can withstand his desire for Juliette, an activist devoted to the liberation of animals. Stumbles upon the prisoner and releases him from his bonds, and in turn he releases her from her imprisonment. In B&W. 354 pages. Berkeley. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

**8013802** DIVISION MANEUVER, VOLUME 1. By Shippo Seno. Light Novel. When the monstrous Jave attacked, mankind’s strongest warrior died defending humanity—and was reincarnated as a baby. Now, 13 years later, the Jave have returned! Enroll in an academy that trains people to battle the magic-powered battlesuits known as Division Maneuver. Okegawa Koon can only operate Division 1, the weakest. Illus. some in color. 270 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**7227259** BOOY ROYALE, VOLS. 7-8. By Rui Takato. Female fighters from all across the world have gathered to compete in the Ultimate Beauty and Power showdown! Can K-cup karate idol Haebaru Misora kick her way into the finals? Wardrobe malfunctions and total knock-outs aside, s’s strength and will to win guide her on her determined path to victory! Women only. B&W. Ghost Ship. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**8013926** THE INVINCIBLE SKEVOL, VOLUME 2. By Yasohachi Tsuchise. Alan, the shovel-wielding jewel miner, is off on his next quest. He’s joined by the shovel-loving princess Lithisia, the shovel-weary knight, Catria, and two new shovel-curious companions. B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99
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★ 7991688 PARALLEL PARADISE, VOLUME 6.
By Lynn Okamoto. After a horrific battle with the whale creature Cetus, Yota awakens back in the real world, his body horribly mangled. Was he killed? If so, who will pass on the knowledge of Cetus’s weakness to Rumi and the girls? Adults only. B&W. 198 pages. Ghost Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

★ 7932009 PLEASE GO HOME, MIIS AKUTSU VOL. 4.
By Taichi Nagakura. It’s summer break, but that hasn’t stopped Akutsu from crashing at Oyama’s apartment as usual. And as usual, his brother has n’t stopped Akutsu from attempting to contraseña the shallows. Adults only. B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

★ 7991714 PULSE, VOL. 1.
By Rattana Satis. Mel, a renowned heart surgeon, is well-known for being a stonel ic. She views her erotic hung with the women who win her over in the crowd more than a sign of affection. Then she meets Lynn, a beautiful and spirited cardiac patient who needs a new heart, but refuses a transplant. Adults only. 208 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

By Atsushi Ohkubo. Medusa’s back on the scene just in time for the mad dash to possess Eibon’s Demon Tools! But her reappearance throws poor Crona, who’s just settled into life at DWMA, for a loop. Will the new allies turn into old enemies? B&W. Square Enix. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95

By Atsushi Ohkubo. It’s up to Maka, Black*Star, and Kid to secure the Demon Tool BREW, but syncing wavelengths is tough at the Brew, but syncing wavelengths is tough at the

★ 7988257 SUNDOME!! VOLUME 8: Milky Way.
By Kazuki Funatsu. At the café Yoshitake and Lune visit, Yoshitake has a fateful meeting with his boy assistant, the sweetly运输 Naho. From that day onward, something changed within Yoshitake. No longer is he trying to get down and dirty with Lune and Haruka, and even Rina’s brazen attempts to seduce him go completely unnoticed. Adults only. B&W. 184 pages. Ghost Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 7991460 THE DANGEROUS CONVENIENCE STORE, VOLUME 1.
By 945. College student Yeo Eu-i-joon works the graveyard shift at a convenience store to pay his bills. The shift sucks, but his co-workers are a motley crew of short order dolls. The customers are a motley bunch, and the store is a motley bunch, and the store is turned into a world beyond information and technology where the very nature of consciousness and the human soul are turned upside down.

By Atsushi Ohkubo. Medusa’s back on the scene just in time for the mad dash to possess Eibon’s Demon Tools! But her reappearance throws poor Crona, who’s just settled into life at DWMA, for a loop. Will the new allies turn into old enemies? B&W. Square Enix. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95

★ 7991460 THE DANGEROUS CONVENIENCE STORE, VOLUME 1.
By 945. College student Yeo Eu-i-joon works the graveyard shift at a convenience store to pay his bills. The shift sucks, but his co-workers are a motley crew of short order dolls. The customers are a motley bunch, and the store is a motley bunch, and the store is turned into a world beyond information and technology where the very nature of consciousness and the human soul are turned upside down.

7833919 YOUNG MISS HOLMES: Casebook 5-7.
By Kaoru Shintani. While her parents are abroad, Crystal Christie’s Hope turns her restless, curious mind to the murders occurring in her childhood home Sherlock Holmes. But as more and more cases emerge from the past of her loyal maid, as well as surprising revelations about the Hope family; and Christie herself must confront her future as a noble, high society lady. All before her parents return home.

B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95
thought it could not get worse. You imagined that things had reached their
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Collects

love too long unconsummated and unfinished wars.

Alan Moore. Amongst the keels of rocks he thinks of
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this time, somebody else is planting the weapons.

deadlier than ever . They call her Gun Honey. But

Charles Ardai. Joanna Tan is back, sexier and

*

their lives may take very different paths. 143 pages.

start to wonder just where they’ll end up and how

High has the two BFFs examining their future, they

Friendship.

7962584

of modern fitness fads. 234 pages. HMH. Pub. at $24.00

Alison Bechdel. A profoundly affecting graphic memoir of Bechdel’s

Europe in the 1930s.

★ 7855300 PLUNGE. By Joe Hill. In 1983, a drilling

ship, the Derleth, vanished near the Arctic Circle.

Decades later, it has begun sending a distress call.

tracing the signal a salvage crew is joined by a

marine biologist and oil executive to learn what

caused the disappearance and recover the bodies of

the crew, only to find that the men aren’t dead! Even if

they’re not quite alive. Collects Plunge #1-6.

DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

★ 7966784 BETTY AND VERONICA: The Bond of

Friendship. By Jamie Lee Rotante. Betty and

Veronica will be best friends no matter what comes

between them. But when a career day at Riverdale

High has the two BFFs examining their future, they

start to wonder just where they’ll end up and how

their lives may take very different paths. 143 pages.


LIMITED QUANTITY

7930631 COCHLEA & EUSTACHIA. By Hans Rickheit. Who are Cochlea and Eustachia? They appear to be twin

human girls, but this has yet to be confirmed. Their actions seem to be motivated less by curiosity than boredom and an inclination towards purposeless destruction. 77 pages.

Fantagraphics. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

★ 7869363 CREEPY ARCHIVES, VOLUME

ONE: Dark and Haunting Tales of Fright! By Otto Binder et al. Gather up your wooden stakes, your blood covered hatchets, and all the skeletons from the darkest depths of your closet, and prepare for an eerie adventure into the creepiest corners of comics history! Collects C reepy #1-5. B&W. 248 pages. Dark Horse. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

8041911 H.G. WELLS: The Island of Dr. Moreau. By Dobbs. Shipwrecked, Edward Prendred finds himself on the strange island of Dr. Moreau, where animals have been genetically modified to give them a conscience and the ability to speak. Based on H.G. Wells’s science fiction classic, this adaptation brings a whole new look to this disturbing and visionary tale. 58 pages. Insight Editions. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95


Collects Swamp Thing #57-64. 208 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95


★ 7830076 GUN HONEY: Blood for Blood. By Charles Ardai. Joanna Tan is back, sexier and
deadlier than ever . They call her Gun Honey. But

time, somebody else is planting the weapons.

somebody’s causing a lot of trouble. And with

Joanna’s MO, the authorities are making her their

number one suspect. Adults only. Hard Case


★ 7962584 SHERLOCK HOLMES: Crime

Alleys. By Sylvain Codurie. It is the spring of 1876.

and members of England’s intellectual and

scientific communities are dispersed without a

trace. When the kidnappers target a young virtuoso violinist, Sherlock Holmes goes on the

hunt. Collects Sherlock Holmes: Crime Alleys

Books #1-2. 98 pages. Dark Horse. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

★ 7859120 WHEN I GROW UP: The Lost

Autobiographies of Six Yiddish Teenagers. By Ken Krimstein. Based on six of hundreds of newly discovered, never before published autobiographies of Eastern European Jewish

teenagers on the brink of WWII—found in 1977 hidden in a Lithuanian church cellar. Long

thought destroyed by the Nazis, these works were

entries for three competitions held in Eastern

Europe in the 1930s.

★ 117640X THE CALL OF CTHULHU

AND DAGON. By H.P. Lovecraft. There is a cult that

will never die, its members hidden places all over the world. They wait until their

great priest rises again. When the stars are

right, Cthulhu will call and bring the earth


4957054 HEX WIVES. By Ben Blacker. An ancient battle of the sexes has raged for centuries, but a strange calm has befallen the age-old conflict as of late. Waking up three years later in a perfect

home at the end of a culdesac in a sunny corner of

the world left behind following the events of

War for

the Earth-shaking developments in the DC

Multiverse, and profiles more than 1,200

characters. 384 pages. Borling Kingsley. 10x12. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

7943245 WATERSHIP DOWN: The Graphic


7930674 DULL MARGARET. By Jim

Broadbent & Dix. A dark tale of loneliness, greed, and selfishness. The Dulie Grieet painting shows a

besti­ated woman with a sword in one hand in

front of the mouth of hell, and Brodbent uses

breastplated woman with a sword in one hand in

and selfishness. The Dulle Griet painting shows a

 fights. Collects Swamp Thing #57-64. 208 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

Giants is a classic, this adaptation brings a whole new look to this disturbing and visionary tale. 58 pages. Insight Editions. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95

★ 7934379 EERIE ARCHIVES, VOLUME

ONE. By Jeff Jensen et al. Features some of the

acclaimed tales of horror, murder, and the macabre in the history of graphic fiction. Eerie, like its killer

kink Creepy, features work from many of the

grandmasters of comics storytelling. Artists include Frank Frazetta, Al Williamson, and


★ 1175610 THE HOUND OF THE

BASKERVILLES: Classic Pop-Up Tales. By Arthur Conan Doyle. Dramatic 3-D pop-up scenes will draw you into this graphic adaptation of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s famous story of a sinister hound that stalks the
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Other Comics

**7884320** THE THANOS IMPERATIVE. By D. Abnett & A. Lanning. Nova, The Silver Surfer, Quasar, Gladiator and more rise to stop the demeaned forces of a horrific mirror universe, but when even they can’t turn back the evil forces, the fate of the Marvel Universe lies in the hands of one of Marvel’s greatest villains—Thanos. Collects The Thanos Imperative: Genesis, The Thanos Imperative #1-6 and The Thanos Imperative: Devolution. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. **$7.95**


**7888238** MS. TREE: Heroine Withdrawal. By Max Allan Collins. Join the 6ft, 9mm wielding private detective as she shoots and solves her way through thrilling adventures. No case is too small, no violence too extreme, and no mystery too tough to crack. Collects Ms. Tree #18-27, #29-31. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99. **$26.95**


**7930720** FREeway. By Mark Kalesniko. Alex Kalienka is in an awful jam. Literally, a traffic jam—but figuratively, his whole life is a mess. A love affair that is not what he imagined. And possibly someone with a magical hoax. Dr. Donovan Caine conducts experiments to harness evil as a tangible force. Vanessa Van Helsing is trapped inside a padded cell. Brought together by a shared tragedy and dangerous threat, this trio takes on a powerful force of the occult. Collects Night Force #1-14 and The New Teen Titans #21. 360 pages. Fantagraphics. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99. **$17.95**

**1965336** NIGHT FORCE: The Complete Collection. By M. Wollman & G. Colan. Journalist Jack Gould reports on a magical hoax. Julie—Antonio’s former lover—found as soon as she’s fallen into. And she just might have to: the time has come for him to impose his will on the gang of misfits he’s raised. Collects The Sentinel of Liberty is the enemy of freedom! Europe, and his son, a cartoonist coming to terms with his father’s story. In B&W. 295 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $35.00. **$26.95**

**7923373** YOU HAVE KILLED ME. By J.S. Rich & A. Jones. Antonio is a private eye by trade, a man out of luck seems to follow, as evidenced by his newest client: Jessica, who wants her missing sister, Julie—Antonio’s former lover—found as soon as possible. As the story starts piling up, Antonio must make a choice but to see the case through to its end, or become one of its casualties. In B&W & 180 pages. Oni Press. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. **$9.95**

**7948417** IN THE HELL OF INDIANAPOLIS: Michel Vaillant, Velo dary Race. By Denis Lapiere. Indianapolis, 1966. The competition promises to be fierce, but the two drivers, Michel Vaillant and Steve Warson, are confident. The two men don’t know it yet, but they will become the targets of underhanded maneuvers in a race that is about to go down in history as one of the most dramatic ever. 64 pages. Cinebook. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. **$12.95**

**7955423** ASTERIS: THE MINOTAUR. By George Le Tendre. Theseus, prince of Athens, and Theseus, facing him is his father—a mighty, bull-headed man! There, at the center of the labyrinth built by engineer Daedalus for the king of Crete, Minos, Theseus is astounded to discover that the Minotaur the legends describe is a rational being named Asterios, who begins to recount the story of his life. 72 pages. Cinebook. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95. **$13.95**

**1207547** IRON MAIDEN: Piece of Mind. Ed. by Rantz A. Hoseley. This tome is a tribute to the monumental legacy of the nine unforgettable tracks of the album Piece of Mind and a celebration of the unparalleled vision which inspired them—the immortal living legend that is Iron Maiden. 22 Comics. Pub. at $39.99. **$29.95**

**1807244** THE LONELY WAR OF CAPT. WILLY SCHULTZ. By Will Frantz. An American soldier of German heritage finds himself on the wrong side of World War II in this sweeping epic. This war story is, at its heart, an anti-war story and a story about universal human nature in the hellhole of war. Fully illus. in color. 226 pages. Dark Horse. Pub. at $49.99. **$37.95**

**4940808** SECRET EMPIRE. By Nick Spencer. The Sentinel of Liberty is the enemy of freedom! When a cosmic cube rewrote Captain America’s history, Steve Rogers became the ultimate quisling. Now all the pieces are in place and the time has come for him to impose his new world order. Collects Secret Empire #0-10, Omega, Captain America #25, and material from Free Comic Book Day (2018) (Secret Empire). Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $60.00. **PRICE CUT TO $14.95**
Other Comics

7919993 THE GIRL WITH THE DRAGON TATTOO, BOOK 1. By Adapted by Denise Mina. In 1966, the scion of one of Sweden’s wealthiest families, Harriet Vanger, vanished without a trace. Years later, her elderly uncle remains tormented by her disappearance. He finally hires Michael Blomkvist, a crusading journalist to investigate. Along with a pierced and tattooed hacker, Lisbeth Salander, the two uncover a disturbing link to unfathomable secrets. DC Comics. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95


7870337 ACCIDENTAL CZAR: The Life and Lies of Vladimir Putin. By Andrew S. Weiss. Shows how Putin has successfully cast himself as a cunning, larger than life political mastermind—how the world has played into the Kremlin’s hand by treating him as one. Shatters all of these myths and exposes the man behind the facade. 251 pages. First Second. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

★ 4682552 TRUMP’S TITANS, VOLUME 1: Sick of Winning. By John Barron. Thanks to a secret government technology invented by his genius scientist uncle in the 1980s, President Donald J. Trump becomes not only the most powerful man in the world, but the most powerful being in the universe! Kneepoint. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

7908385 GLOW VS THE STAR PRIMAS. By Tini Howard. Zoya the Destroya, Liberty Belle, Neela of the Amazon, and Jam (Sam, of course), find out there’s no such thing as “free” when they face off against new opponents: real lady wrestlers! It’s new fights. New Tights. And new drama! Collects Glow #1-4. Dark Horse. Pub. at $15.99 $10.95

7916621 PREACHER, BOOK FIVE. By Garth Ennis. Follows the epic journey of the Reverend Jesse Custer as he tracks down a fugitive God to make him answer for the sufferings of His creation. Ennis creates a world of spooks and psychos and into the Marvel Bullpen, where Kirby and Stan Lee’s creative partnership produced some of the most memorable and influential comic book tales ever. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

SOLD OUT

7993277 THE GAME MASTER’S BOOK OF LEGENDARY DRAGONS. By Aaron Hubrich et al. Featuring more than two dozen high-challenge dragons with unique abilities, lair actions, goals and strategies as well as more than a dozen dragons for each of the dragons. Collects the most memorable and influential comic book tales ever. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

★ 7888487 THE DAY THE KLAN CAME TO TOWN. By Bill Campbell. Fictionalized retelling of the true story of the “Klanse Day” that focuses on a Sicilian immigrant, Primo Salermo. He is not a leader, he’s a man with a troubled past. He doesn’t want to fight but feels he may have no choice. The entire town needs him, and indeed everybody, to make a stand. B&W. PM Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

★ 4969894 FLASH GORDON DAILIES—AUSTIN BRIGGS, VOLUME 1: Radium Mimes of Electra, 1940-1942. By Allen Lane Et Al. It’s 1941 and Earth has been plunged into a global conflict by a fascistic megalomaniac known as the Dictator—and only one man, Flash Gordon, can save the day. But first Flash Gordon and his friend Will have to escape Planet Mongo. Collects Flash Gordon printed from May 1940 to September 1942. In B&W. 276 pages. Titan. 11”x10¼”. Pub at $49.95 $37.95

★ 7926308 JACK KIRBY: The Epic Life of the King of Comics. By Tom Scoll. Recounts Kirby’s life from the mean streets of Depression-era New York to the bloody European battlefield of WWII and into the Marvel Bullpen, where Kirby and Stan Lee’s creative partnership produced some of the most memorable and influential comic book tales ever. Hardcover. Pub. at $22.99 PRICE CUT to $14.95

★ 7926294 I AM STAN: A Graphic Biography of the Legendary Stan Lee. By Tom Scoll. Reveals the man behind the comics and cameras using the same medium that Lee revolutionized. This graphic novel work takes readers from Lee’s early days in the comic industry through his rise at Marvel to later years from the spotlight, providing a clear-eyed view of his triumphs and shortcomings. 202 pages. Ten Speed. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95
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7993277 THE GAME MASTER’S BOOK OF LEGENDARY DRAGONS. By Aaron Hubrich et al. Featuring more than two dozen high-challenge dragons with unique abilities, lair actions, goals and strategies as well as more than a dozen dragons for each of the dragons. Collects the most memorable and influential comic book tales ever. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

7918209 SPACE ACE. The evil commander Bort has kidnapped Ace’s girlfriend, the beautiful Kimberly, and is plotting to enslave the Earth using his dreaded “Infanto Ray.” To turn every woman into helpless babies. Armed with only a laser gun, Ace must rescue Kimberly. The fate of Earth is in your hands! Use your remote control to play on your DVD player. Digital Leisures. $3.95

7833436 CALL OF THE NETHERDEEP. Critical Role. By James J. Haeck et al. This adventure begins in the Wastes of Xhorhas and leads to the glimmering oasis-city of Arkharel on the continent of Marquet, and from there into a world of ancient cultures and state of the art technology. 328 pages. Wizards of the Coast. 8½x11”. Pub. at $49.95 $15.95

7993285 THE GAME MASTER’S BOOK OF NON-PLAYER CHARACTERS. By Jeff Astworth. Featuring more than 500 unique characters, each with clear breakdowns of their wants and needs, secrets or obstacles and itemized list of interesting stuff that could be gained were one to loot their treasure. This guide has everything you need to conjure up characters. 270 pages. Media Lab Books. 8½x11”. Pub at $23.99 $6.95

★ 7870115 THE LEGEND OF ZELDA ENCyclopedia. Filled with knowledge waiting to be explored, this beautifully illustrated compendium of artifacts and information from the first thirty years of The Legend of Zelda includes a comprehensive guide; an exhaustive database of characters and their relationships; maps; lore; languages; items and enchantments; potions and poes; 326 pages. Dark Horse. 9¼x12¼”. Pub. at $39.99 $32.95
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ASSASSIN’S CREED: The Essential Guide. By Arin Murphy-Hiscock. The war between two secret organizations, the Assassins and the Templars, has been raging for millennia. Uncover the secrets of this conflict and take an incredible journey through history. Discover the iconic characters, myths locations, technological innovations, and mysteries of the First Civilization that defined the world of Assassin’s Creed. Fully illus., in color. 2 pages. Titan. 9½x11½. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

7988422 ATARI AGE: The Emergence of Video Games in America. By Michael Z. Newman. Charts the emergence of video games in America from Pong to virtual reality with Space Invaders and Space-Man, describing their relationship to other amusements and technologies and showing how they came to be identified with the middle class, youth, and masculinity. Illus. by 122 pages. MIT Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

DVD 1978179 SHADOAN. Explore the mysterious and intricate J.R.R. Tolkien-typeworld of Shadoan. Gather the five lost pieces of an ancient amulet and discover its magical powers. Finally attempt to destroy the evil wizard Torlock, allowing Prince Lathan to reunite with Princess Grace. Use your remote control to play on your DVD player. Digital Leisures. $49.95

★ 7967168 SO YOU WANT TO BE A GAME MASTER. By Justin Alexander. Packed with the strategies you need to create amazing dungeons, battles, roleplay encounters, and more. Full of practical, hands-on advice and sample maps. From here, you’ll teach others all the skills and techniques you need to explore dungeons, solve mysteries, steal priceless artifacts, unravel strange conspiracies, and venture forth on epic journeys! Includes a guide to running Dungeons & Dragons 5th Edition. 320 pages. $27.95

★ 7961480 SLAYING THE DRAGON: A Secret History of Dungeons & Dragons. By Ben Riggs. Reveals the true story of the rise and fall of Tactical Studies Rules (TSR.) Go behind the scenes of their Lake Geneva headquarters, where innovative artists, Developers, technical wizards, and mysterious First Editions have pushed the boundaries of what is possible in roleplaying games. $26.95

★ 7962644 TAISH’S CAULDRON OF EVERYTHING. By Wizards RPG Team. Baked into this volume are rules options for all the classes in the Player’s Handbook, including new subclasses. Thrown in for good measure is the artificer class, a master of magical invention. Includes new feats, spellbook options, spells for both player characters and monsters, magical tattoos, group patrons, and other tasty goodies. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. $24.95

HEARTHSTONE, VOLUME III: Year of the Dragon. By Stu Horvath. Chronicles how RPGs have evolved in the last five decades. In a decade by decade breakdown, Horvath chronicles how RPGs that have been published in the last five decades. $29.95

7960618 THE ULTIMATE MICRO-RPG BOOK. Ed. by James D’Amato. Whether you’re an experienced role-playing gamer or new to the world of RPGs, you’ll find yourself quickly immersed in a microworld of your own design. With one hundred full- page blank narratives, imaginative prompts, and fun activities, this ultimate guide provides you with all you need to bring your character to life for the ultimate gaming experience! 334 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

★ 796079X THE MONSTERS & CREATURES COMpendium: A Young Adventurer’s Guide. By Jim Zub et al. This A to Z collection of monster profiles and encounters from the first six books in the Young Adventurer’s Guide series introduces the brand-new bonus content and is the ultimate introduction to the wild and wondrous creatures that populate the world of D&D. Provides the perfect starting point to building worlds and stories all your own. Ages 8-12. Well illus. in color. $24.99

7966697 DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: Tyranny of Dragons. Ed. by F. Wesley Schneider. Combines and refines two action-packed Dungeons & Dragons adventures into the Dragon Queen and The Rise of Tiamat—into a single sweeping campaign. It also includes a gallery of concept art providing a behind the scenes look at the creation of an epic adventure spotlighting the most iconic heroes and villains in the entire story all your own. $24.99

7966423 BLIZZARD COSPLAY: Tips, Tricks, and Hints. By Matt Burns. A celebration of the cosplay artists camaraderie and the love they have for the worlds of Warcraft, Starcraft, Diablo, Hearthstone, Heroes of the Storm and Overwatch. Fully illus. in color. Blizzard. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $45.00 $16.95

1909975 BOOK OF ADRIA. By R. Brooks & M. Burns. This tome includes dozens of original illustrations and new lore about the demons, beasts, risen dead, and angels that roam the world of Sanctuary and the realms beyond. Shows the ways of forbidden magic, and provides knowledge about the creatures of the land. It also documents Adria’s personal quest for power. In B&W. Blizzard. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

7966857 DUNGEONS & DRAGONS – DRAGONLANCE: Shadows of the Dragon Queen. By Stu Horvath et al. A tale of political and social intrigue set during the legendary War of the Lance. Create characters from Krynn, the world of the Dragonlance setting, then march them to the front lines of battle against the terrifying armies of Armies. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. $22.95

7933444 THE WILD BEYOND THE WITCHLIGHT: A Feywild Adventure. By Stacey Allan et al. Takes adventurers from the Okamon Carnival to Primmer, a Feywild delight. Comes with a poster map that shows the carnival on one side and a Primmer on the other. Well illus. in color. 252 pages. $22.95

7965621 GRIMOIRE OF THE SHADOWLANDS AND BEYOND: World of Warcraft. By S. Copeland & S. Danuser. Journey past this mortal coil and plunder the empire of Lich King in Knights of the Frozen Throne, and plunder the empire of Kobolds & Catacombs. Fully illus. in color. 252 pages. $22.95

★ 7937407 MONSTERS, ALIENS, AND HOLES IN THE GROUND: A Guide to Tabletop Roleplaying Games from D&D to Mothership. By Stu Horvath. Covers more than 300 different RPGs that have been published in the last five decades. In a decade by decade breakdown, Horvath chronicles how RPGs have evolved in the time between their inception and the present day, offering a deep and gratifying glimpse into a microworld of your own design. With one hundred full-page blank narratives, imaginative prompts, and fun activities, this ultimate guide provides you with all you need to bring your character to life for the ultimate gaming experience! 334 pages. $29.95
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Dungeons & Dragons: Mythic Odysseys of Theros. By Misty Boume et al. Choose a supernatural gift then walk your players down the path of destiny. Align yourself with one of Theros’ fifteen gods, and carve a tale of odysseys and ordeals across the domains of mortals, gods, and the dead. For use with the fifth edition Dungeons & Dragons. Well illus., in color. 256 pages. Wizards of the Coast. 8 1/2 x 11. Pub. at $49.95. [SOLD OUT]

Playing with Super Power: Nintendo Super NES Classics. By S. Haley & M. Marie. With an innovative design, stunning texturing, and a stable of iconic games, the Super NES shaped an entire generation of gamers upon its 1991 debut. This nostalgic celebration shows you the console’s development, history, and ongoing legacy and tells you everything you’re always wanted to know about the first-part titles. Slipcased. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Primagames. 8 1/4 x 11. Pub. at $39.95. [SOLD OUT]

Dungeons & Dragons: Guide to Dragon Riding. Combines the best content from three classic best sellers: A Practical Guide to Dragons; A Practical Guide to Dragon Riding and A Practical Guide to Dragon Magic—and adds new lore about the dragons themselves. Perfect for the worlds of Dungeons & Dragons, to inspire endless adventures in your imagination. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Ed. by Christopher Perkins et al. Provides the tools that both players and Dungeon Masters need to explore the worlds of Eberon, including the artifice character class, a master of magical imitations, and more. In the ancient warmongering forces. Will Eberon enter a prosperous new age, or will the shadow of war descend once again? For use with the fifth edition Dungeons & Dragons. Well illus., in color. 320 pages. Wizards of the Coast. 8 1/2 x 11. Pub. at $49.95. [SOLD OUT]

Dungeons & Dragons: Explorer’s Guide to Wildemount. By Matthew Mercer et al. Create a band of heroes and embark on a journey across the continent of Wildemount. You’ll find new characters options, a heroic archetype to help you craft your character’s backstory, four different starting adventures, and everything a Dungeon Master needs to build a Wildemount based campaign. For use with the fifth edition Dungeons & Dragons. Well illus., in color. 304 pages. Wizards of the Coast. 8 1/4 x 11. Pub. at $49.95. [SOLD OUT]

Making Call of Duty: Modern Warfare. By Andy McVittie. The global balance of power is teetering on the brink of collapse. A diverse cast of international special forces and freedom fighters work within the gray area of the rules of engagement. The battle lines in this modern-day conflict are blurred. The struggle will be fought in multiple theaters of conflict, from iconic European cities to the volatile expanses of the middle east. In color. 191 pages. Activation. 9 1/4 x 12. Pub. at $14.99. [SOLD OUT]

Making Call of Duty: Modern Warfare. By Matthew Mercer. Create a band of heroes and embark on a journey across the continent of Wildemount. You’ll find new characters options, a heroic archetype to help you craft your character’s backstory, four different starting adventures, and everything a Dungeon Master needs to build a Wildemount based campaign. For use with the fifth edition Dungeons & Dragons. Well illus., in color. 304 pages. Wizards of the Coast. 8 1/4 x 11. Pub. at $49.95. [SOLD OUT]

Making Call of Duty: Modern Warfare. By Matthew Mercer. Create a band of heroes and embark on a journey across the continent of Wildemount. You’ll find new characters options, a heroic archetype to help you craft your character’s backstory, four different starting adventures, and everything a Dungeon Master needs to build a Wildemount based campaign. For use with the fifth edition Dungeons & Dragons. Well illus., in color. 304 pages. Wizards of the Coast. 8 1/4 x 11. Pub. at $49.95. [SOLD OUT]

Making Call of Duty: Modern Warfare. By Matthew Mercer. Create a band of heroes and embark on a journey across the continent of Wildemount. You’ll find new characters options, a heroic archetype to help you craft your character’s backstory, four different starting adventures, and everything a Dungeon Master needs to build a Wildemount based campaign. For use with the fifth edition Dungeons & Dragons. Well illus., in color. 304 pages. Wizards of the Coast. 8 1/4 x 11. Pub. at $49.95. [SOLD OUT]

Blue-ray 1989135 Goldenera: A Movie About the Game That Defined a Generation. Widescreen. A documentary that tells the story of the creation and legacy of the video game, GoldenEye 007 (1997) for the Nintendo 64. The game was made by nine university graduates in the middle of the English countryside. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. Enjoy the Ride. Pub. at $24.98. [SOLD OUT]

The Practically Complete Guide to Dragons. By Susan J. Morris et al. Combines the best content from three classic best sellers: A Practical Guide to Dragons; A Practical Guide to Dragon Riding and A Practical Guide to Dragon Magic—and adds new lore about the dragons themselves. Perfect for the worlds of Dungeons & Dragons, to inspire endless adventures in your imagination. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Ed. by Christopher Perkins et al. Provides the tools that both players and Dungeon Masters need to explore the worlds of Eberon, including the artifice character class, a master of magical imitations, and more. In the ancient warmongering forces. Will Eberon enter a prosperous new age, or will the shadow of war descend once again? For use with the fifth edition Dungeons & Dragons. Well illus., in color. 320 pages. Wizards of the Coast. 8 1/2 x 11. Pub. at $49.95. [SOLD OUT]

The Practically Complete Guide to Dragons. By Susan J. Morris et al. Combines the best content from three classic best sellers: A Practical Guide to Dragons; A Practical Guide to Dragon Riding and A Practical Guide to Dragon Magic—and adds new lore about the dragons themselves. Perfect for the worlds of Dungeons & Dragons, to inspire endless adventures in your imagination. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Ed. by Christopher Perkins et al. Provides the tools that both players and Dungeon Masters need to explore the worlds of Eberon, including the artifice character class, a master of magical imitations, and more. In the ancient warmongering forces. Will Eberon enter a prosperous new age, or will the shadow of war descend once again? For use with the fifth edition Dungeons & Dragons. Well illus., in color. 320 pages. Wizards of the Coast. 8 1/2 x 11. Pub. at $49.95. [SOLD OUT]

Inside the Tentacle Cave, Volume 1. By Umetarou Deep. In the tunnels of an abandoned submarine lurks a demon that absorbs the power of anything it touches, the Black Ooze. When it consumes its first human male, it acquires both intelligence and ravenous sexual desire. Adults only. 187 pages. Ghost Ship. Pub. at $14.99. [SOLD OUT]

Plus-sized Elf, Volume 1. By Synecdoche. Naoe Tomatsu never expected to encounter anything out of the ordinary while working at the Smiley Boar Cafe. That is until Eluda, a beautiful curvy elf with an addiction to lunch and walks in the door. Determined to help her shed those extra pounds so she can return home. However, he soon learns that his French Fry loving elf isn’t the only one offensively plus-sized in need of his help! Adventures in the Wilds of the Sea. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99. [SOLD OUT]

Sage Song. By Brian Wood. From the shadows of the first millennium come the men and women who would define the next, embarking on a complex and perilous odyssey in this first title. At the heart of Verigo’s epic and bloody comics series, individual Viking warriors tangle with sobering dramas, merciless warfare, and the rise of the dark ages culture warfare. Myths, legends, and epic battles. Northlanders: Volume 1. By John Arcudi. The two stories unite upon a saun of the Camilia's, and Solta drags her in. Afterward, Kaoru takes a sudden trip to a spooky prison. Adults only. B&W. Ghost Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99. [SOLD OUT]

Paperbound. Pub. at $31.95. [SOLD OUT]
**1191837** SKIN TIGHT, VOLUME 2: The Art of Marcus Gray. The gentle yet firm squeeze of leather and latex is an acquired taste to be sure, but the resulting imagery is delightful! Adults only. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. 
Price: $11.95

Price: $11.95

**8729406** LEAFY LADYBOOTS. This collection of creepy, cute, and curious illustrations from the legendary art team combines beauty with beasts—and this new gallery contains more of the exquisite excess that fans constantly crave! Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. 
Price: $11.95

**8876595** KNOCk OUTS! By Elias Chatzioussis. There are few artists who can effectively blend cartoon and realism and get to the heart of what twisted, luscious, outrageous, and literally the stuff that dreams are made of! Adults only. Fullly illus. in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. 
Price: $11.95

**9373360** BARE IT ALL! Revealing Pin-Ups by Barbara Jensen. By Barbara Jensen. A crop of exquisitely elegant and delightfully daring pin-up portraits by Jensen. Her approach to good girl, glamor, and creamy cheesecake illustrations follow in the grand tradition of the masters, but with a decidedly decadent 21st century spin! Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. 
Price: $11.95

Price: $4.95

Price: $9.95

**7987412** INTO THE DEEPEST, MOST UNKNOwABLE DUNGEON, VOLUME 7. By Kakeru. Feeling for a way she can distinguish herself as an adventurer, Arora devotes herself to engineering and invention, perfecting a new type of the world has never before seen. Meanwhile, fresh from her encounter with Rapier, the Sword Princess Katana decides the time has come to embark on her new career and adventure home return. Adults only. B&W. 
Price: $19.99

Price: $9.95

Price: $31.95

**7834298** BERSERK, VOLUME 41. By Kentaro Miura. Though Casca has at last been released from the prison of her own mind, she cannot escape the reminders of the terrors she has experienced. And nothing triggers the return of these harrowing memories more than Oitsu the Black Swordsman, who faced those same terrors in his relentless quest to bring Casca to a place where she might be healed. Adults only. B&W. 
Price: $9.95

**7990608** DARK RISING: The Art of Aly Fell. Aly Fell’s deceptively sexy and merceress pin-ups come together for an irresistible collection. Equal parts scary, sc-fi, and steamy, created illustrations celebrate the unique power of women as only Aly Fell can. Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. 
Price: $11.95

**1191713** PUNCH DRUNK LOVE, VOLUME 1. By Moscato. Seon-woo knows he’s painfully average in every way, but he can’t help pinning for the new hot manager at work. Tae-moon, an alien, cannot conquer her shame and mate with the earthling. Meanwhile, in another world, the princess has been released. Adults only. B&W. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. 
Price: $10.95

Price: $7.95

**7877765** WORLDS END HAREM, VOLUME 12. By Kotaro Shono & Link. The MK Virus finally heals itsfangs at Relio in the struggle to create a vaccine. Will the virus really be extinguished? And how will the world see the results? Meanwhile Kyoji, Yukari, and the baby escape UW’s Japanese Branch together with Chloe hot on their heels! What are the UW’s true goals? Fates collide as this tale of erotic suggestions reached its climax! Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 
Price: $9.95

**7914947** PUNCH DRUNK LOVE, VOLUME 1. By Moscato. Seon-woo knows he’s painfully average in every way, but he can’t help pinning for the new hot manager at work. Tae-moon, an alien, cannot conquer her shame and mate with the earthling. Meanwhile, in another world, the princess has been released. Adults only. B&W. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. 
Price: $11.95

**7893872** BARE IT ALL! Revealing Pin-Ups by Barbara Jensen. By Barbara Jensen. A crop of exquisitely elegant and delightfully daring pin-up portraits by Jensen. Her approach to good girl, glamor, and creamy cheesecake illustrations follow in the grand tradition of the masters, but with a decidedly decadent 21st century spin! Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. 
Price: $11.95

**7890699** FASTER & LARSON SEXY DREAMS, By S. Fassner & R. Larson. This latest collection of creepy, cute, and curious illustrations from the legendary art team combines beauty with beasts—and this new gallery contains more of the exquisite excess that fans constantly crave! Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. 
Price: $11.95

**8876595** KNOCk OUTS! By Elias Chatzioussis. There are few artists who can effectively blend cartoon and realism and get to the heart of what twisted, luscious, outrageous, and literally the stuff that dreams are made of! Adults only. Fullly illus. in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. 
Price: $11.95
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